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Dynamite Explosion Adds to Excitement
Among Striking Canadians in Alberta.

Acted Upon Soon.
STATE

I

MOUNTED POLICE
HAZING
GUARD COAL CAMP

Report

OF AFFAIRS AT THE

Great Falls. Mont., Mar. 18. The
NAVAL ACADEMY DISGRACEFUL
strike of the coal miners at Letli
bridge. Alberta, has caused so much
uneasiness among citizens that they
have called upon the dominion govRayner of Maryland Has Made Most ernment to render assistance and the
Northwest mounted police have been
placed in control of the town and
Valuable Contribution to Railpractically martial law prevails. This
action appears to have irritated the
way Rate Controversy,
miners still further and citizens are
fearful of disorders. More than 500
men, members of the union, are on
strike and there are still about a hunCorrespondence Homing Journal.
dred at work under police protection.
Washington, Mgr. ". RepresentaThese are greeted dally by volleys of
tive Vreelund, of New York, chairman
of the committee appointed in Investigate hazing at the naval academy,
has made a report to the house which
will be taken up at an early date and
In all probability made the basis of
congressional action that will effectually break up the practices that have
hitherto prevailed at the academy.
The committee found in the course of
Its investigation that there wen- four
forms of hazing, physical exercise,
"fagging" borrowed from the English
college, "running" and "rates."
Running may be described as menial torture and rales as unofficial
made by the upper classmen,
saying what the under classmen may

snowballs and stones as they go to
work, but so far nothing worse has
occurred.
Rast evening an explosion of dynamite occurred in the outskirts of the
town, but no damage was done and It
Is thought It was accidental.
F. H. Sherman, district president of
the Union workers says that the strike
may be extended to other coal mines
In Alberta and Hritish Columbia unless an agreement is reached. Many
of the smaller towns in Alberta, are
r.ow on the verge of a coal famine and
all shipments to outside points have
been stopped.

DYNAMITER IS COSSACKS USE

IKING

or may not do

The state of affairs discovered at
the academy was a little short of
and interests the whole country as It was found that 2S1 cadeis
were under Charges for hazing in one
II was found
form or another.
th it
many of the cadets had been pul
through physical exercises in tin
point of absolute exhaustion and frequently to the point of dying.
Fagging was declared to be one of th"
worst forms of hazing, implying a
species of degradation, while the oilier two. running and rates, might b'j
severe or not as the case might be.
It has been recommended by the
committee that the numVer of officers
on duly at the academy be Increased
ns the cadets arc confessedly not fit to
rule themselves and In all probability
there will be some regulations in the
next naval bill that will effectually
dlscoura e hazing of all sorts In the
Institution.
The committee found out Incidentally that young Meriwether, who was
brought into unpleasant notoriety in
connection with the tight that resulted in the death of upper classman
Hranch, had more provocation than
had been hitherto admitted for the fatal fight. It appears that Branch had
not only hazed Meriwether, but had
forced himself Into the lower classman's room and made remarks about
Meriwether's mother and grandmother that were enough to drive any bov
to a light,
People Wouldn't Believe It.
The question of railway rate regulation has been taken up by Congressman Rayner In the senate and
one of the most valuable contributions
has been made to the railway rate
controversy.
Senator Rayner say.'
that the discrimination existing In
rates between the different stales ll
such that the overage citizen would
not believe It if the facts were put before him. The railroads In some cases have charged less for transporting
goods 5110 miles further than they
have charged less favored local I th s.
In some cases goods have been shipped to Han Francisco from New York
and then shipped back to Salt Rake
to get a cheaper rate than the straight
tarifi between Salt Rake and
In other eases it has cost less
to send freight to the gulf points from
New Kngland than It has from Chicago. Thus the railroads
have been
able to build up one community and
one shipper at the expense of another.
Senator Raynnr says that he wishes
the roads no harm, but he would cal'
their attention to the advisability of
acting right less a worse thing befall
them. He sayi that the Hepburn bill
Is all right and
ought to be passed
without amendment and that If congress does not pass a hill giving the
interstate commerce commission power to name rates and enforce them,
that there Is every possibility of a
springing up which will have
for Its cry the regulation of rates and
if this comes to pass, the railroads
may look for rates on an almost confiscatory basis.
The Civil Pension f till.
As there are over 22,000 government clerks In Washington alone and
more than 150,000
in the elnsshi.
services throughout the country it will
be of Interest to almont every community to hear that the clerks have
gotten together on a civil pension hill,
that while It will nol cost the government anything as does the war pension list, it promises to provide a penIn the
service
sion for all clerks
reaching the age of superannuation.
This matter of a civil pension list has
been discussed for some time and this
Is the first ocasión when the employes
of the classified service have gotten
together over a measure that promises to provide for the clerks In their
Old age as Is done In every civilized
government nbroad. The employe.
have had expert actuaries working on
the problem for months, and thev
now settled on two bills which
will be presented to congress, either
one of which will provide for a decent
civil pension system that will be
and will take the annuities
to be paid In very small Installments
out of Iho clerks' salaries without fur-thexpense to the general govern-
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the senate during the present
week. The prospect Is this bill will
more completely monopolize attention
this week than It dtd last week.
While under the original agreement It
could not be taken up until t o'clock
each day, its consideration can be
upon under Tillman's present
policy every day as soon as routine
business, such as the Introduction of
Newlands Luncheon Develops
bills and presentation of bills is
Tillman has announced his
purpose of pressing the consideralon
of this hill to the exclusion of everyInto Caucus of Unterrified.
thing else when anyone is prepared
on It, "and." he said, when there is
no one ready to speak,
shall ask the
senate to proceed upon the measure."
That, however, he will not be un- DISCUSSION SHOWS MINORITY
reasonable in this respect is shown
by the fact that he agreed on ThursIS BADLY SPLIT UP
day to take a recess until Mondav be
cause notwithstanding; there are many
senators who will ask to be heard on
the bill before the final vote shall be "Hepburn Bill Can Under No Cirtaken, no speeches had been pre- parea, It is the Intention to give evcumstances Be Made a Party
eryone who really wints to speak an
opportunity to do so. but if. when all
the speeches are made, there should
Measure" Say Senators,
seem to be a disposition to delay final action, this effort will be antagonized.
18.
Wash ington,
Mar.
Senator
The spece hmaklng during the present week will be Inaugurated Monday Newlands of Nevada entertained sevby an address by McCreery of
enteen of his democratic colleagues ;l
a number at other senators will luncheon at his suburban home, the
be heard during the week in formal
speeches, but the order of their deliv- objec t being to i X' hauge views on th"
ery has not been determined. Among rate bill before the senate. Practicalthose who are preparing speeches are ly the entire afternoon was spent in
Klkins.
Spooner. Ix)dge. Foster and discussing the bill. The talk convergMcLaurin, spooner will discuss the ed almost entirely around the altitude
legal aspects of the subject, dealing the democrats should assnie loward
especially wilh the questions of review the question of suspension or nonsus-pensioof the rates to tic lixed by the
of the findings of the Interstate commerce commission ey the United interstate commerce commission, in
States. Lodge will devote himself es- any case arising before it pending a
pecially to the presentation of hi review of the Issue on an appeal to the
teasons for desiring the enlargement courts. "With Hie exception of two
of the committee as outlined in his or three senators." said Senator Tillamendment. In all probability most of man, who is In charge of the hill on
Ihe speeches will precipitate running the Boor of the senate, "all those pres.
debates, as did Rayner's address last ent were favorable to a provision for
Wednesday, Indeed, the disposition is nonsuspenslon of the rates .end
to question most of the statements think.'' lie Htld, "thai all the demomade on the Hoof of the senate, and crats will come around to the idea of
very
from this time forward
few voting for nonsiiHpensloh when the Isspeakers will be permitted to escape sue Is presented.''
Other senators admitted that the
without Interruption.
Though much
discussion showed that the democrats
attention is being given to the presen-tatioof the merits of the question are as divided in their views on the
pro and con. a still larger number of questions of amendments as are their
senator! are devoting themselves even republican colleagues.
The senators who were present
more assiduously to the preparation
staled that the bill under no
of amendments to the bill.
Republican senators who do not ac- circumstances will lie- made- a parly
cept the house bin are concentrating nieasu re.
Those present at the lunche on were
their efforts upon tlie review provision, and they have practically agreed Bailey, Blackburn, Clay, Culbertaon,
Dubois, Foster. Praetor, Peitus, Rayupon the lift h section of Knox's substir.
tute for the pending bill as the basis ner, Simmons, Stone, Tillman.
McCreary, Martin. Overman, and
of their amendment. This section auPatterson.
thorizes the taking of any mailer decided by the interstate commerce comOklahoma Appeals tor Statehood,
mission to the United States circuit
Oklahoma City, O T. Alar. IS
courts and requires the companies to
deposit the difference between their Hundredi of telegrams were sent yesown rates and the rates lixed by tin terday and today to President Itoosc- commission pending 'he final adjudi- velt and congressmen from almost every Importan) body in every tnwrt anil
cation of each particular case.
Spooner has an amendment along ofty in Oklahoma appealing tor Imme- the same lines, but it goes into greater dlate statehood.
detail, atnl the indications are llvit
"Koenlglii Lulse" Disabled.
much of his phraseology may be acHalifax, N. S Mar. IS. The North
cepted.
The democrats are working In the German Lloyd steamship Koenigln
main along lir.es to sec ure an amend- Luise. which left New York last Satment Which shall prohibit the lower urday for Naples and Ceiioa, put in
courts from suspending tin- rates tlx here with her stealing gear disabled
ami her rudder broken.
od by the commission. Tillman Is giving special attention to modifications
About 160 Brat oabln passengers are
which will prohibit the railroad com- on board on on a winter cruise to the
panies from owning the commodities Mediterranean, ami these will probably be transferee! to another vessel
which they carry.
and MUt I" Ne w York in case the
The national house of representatives will begin the week by disposing damage done takes some time to reof the bill abolishing the grade of pair.
lieutenant general of the army over
lake Steamer Burnod.
which the filibuster was in progress
1,- Milwaukee
Mar.
'Phe steamer
when adjournment was taken Friday
of the Condrich
line was
Atlanta
night.
The balance of Monday will be giv- burned to tin water's edge ten miles
en to the passage of minor bills under north of 'or Washington this after
suspension of the rules.
Thursday noon. Smith iirothers. fishermen of
Will be set apart for Ihe passage
of Port Washington, went to the rescue
with thc lug boat Tesler, arriving Just
war claims. The other four legislaill time to rescue Ihe passengers and
tive days. Tawney. chairman of
Committee,
predict, crew, who had taken to life boats, aii
wire safely transferred to the steamer
will be required to complete consideration of the legislation appropriation Ceorgia, aiiotln-- steamer of the Goodbill which was before the house last rich line boats northbound with the
Of
exception
one man who was
week.
The consideration of the poatoffice drowned.
bill will require something like a week,
Canadian Railway,
ami the uuestlon of railway subsidie
Montreal. Mar. IS. Senator Rom-vlllwill doubtless provoke discussion. Awho has Just returned from Englthough the program has not been determined ll is expec ted the statehood land, made the announcement yesterday
that 120.000. 000 Hritish capital is
bill will be brought Into the house
to le Invested in the Canada Central
Wednesday and disposed of.
railway.
Mr. H. Moseley and other
At Algeciraa.
The fac t that Ihe international Mo- British apitalistssc are stated to be Inroccan conference at Algeclras ad- terested In the heme.
The road will be "70 miles in length,
journed to March 2i lias given rise to
the hope among Influential neutral running first from Montreal to Ottawa
delegates that France and Cernían thence we stward, practically culling In
will In the meantime reach
some two that broad zone of country that
lies between the Canada Atlantic sysagreement.
At Algeclrag the symptoms of agreement are considere tem and the tlrand Trunk and Canamore favorable where the representa-latlve- s dian Pacific lines that run up the St.
of the neutral nations are en- Lawrence valley and along the north
ergetically endeavoring to Influence shore of Lake Ontario to Toronto. The
raiway goes westward on practically
mutual concessions.
a straight Une to Orilla.
Coal Siiuaiion.
Bituminous operators to the number of 00 are expected to meet In In
dianapolis today to confer with the
United Mine Work' ira of America,
The situation in
coal strike seems
to be unchangc d the outlook be-tlug in the hands of
miners. The
Ryan resolution having been practically rejected, then- seems to be an
air of conservatism among miners an
operators.
Presiden! Samue t lumpers of the
American Federation of Ijibor has
called a meeting of the executive
council of the federation for today In
Washington, and although It is no'
definitely announced that the coal
Algeelras, Mar. IS. The general
strike will he discussed, ll Is generally disposition
of Ihe de legates to the Mobelieved that Ihe meeting will considroccan
confe rence- continues optimistic
er the situation.
but no apparent muve has been made
In the solution of the points at ismo
WMther Forecast.
The
between France and Oermany.
Washington, Mar IV- - New Mexico delegates of the niulr.il powers conTuesday
Monday
colder
Fair
and
fer separately the- French end Herman
In
south- - delegates several times dally striving
Monday night or Tin-d- ay
eastern portion
to moelify the outwardly uncomproArizona Fair Monday and Tuesday mising stand taken by by both shies.
except rain or snow Tuesday in north It is Rie general belief, however, ilia',
portion.
the presenil situation of Indecision will
not change until further Instructions
More Spies in Rnssla.
have! arrived from Paris and Berlin.
Meanwhile the Fri'tich and German
A
18
hi
St. Petersburg. Mar.
do not discuss the situation
scandal has develop d In the ministry delegates
of marine, owing to the discovery that together. Kae-- side Is vainly awaiting
sign of concession from the other
the plans for the construction of Rus- the
Its respective standmaintain
e
sian
boats have been sold ami
point.
Tin' neutral delegate's do not
to agents of a foreign power.
believe the deadlock will last much
elige
and express the conviction that
e
The Morning Journal today e neither Trance nor Cermany will
a consist of ten pages. Readera e
the conference to fall away after
e who do not receive the paper e siiirh prodigious efforts have been
e complete will confer a favor by e made by all the powers represented
a in have them reach an eeiultable
e promptly notifying this office.
tinue

,
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IRON HAND MAY START

St. Petersburg, Mar. 18 -- The government is using the most repressive
measure to stop the agitation for a
strike of railroad men and telegraphers. A meeting of the former at Ros
was today surrounded
and invaded by Cossacks who fired Into the assemblage killing two persons
and wounding eight. At Moscow
Rlmpkim ll in the north. Detectives troops are guarding all railroad sta
have, been close on his try and have tions and several factories, including
found where he had stopped within a the Abrikosoff works where the workfew days.
The captain states Siinp-klu- s men ars restive.
may have crossed the border into
Canada, but he certainly has not come MARTIAL RAW ENFORCED
southward.
WITH TERRIBLE RIGOR
Sukhum, Trans --Caucasia, Mar. 18.
I
i
l,
l
s
or
STEVE ID Ms
The manner in which Cent ral Alik
CRIMES IN CRIPPLF CREEK inoff has crushed the revolution In the
of
Kutals by razing
Salt Rake, Utah, Mar. IS. The Tri- government
at Park City, towns, executing ringleaders of the
bune correspondent
movement and driving some sympathUtah, says:
Steve Adams, alias Adam Stevens, izers with It to the mountains has
who has gained such notoriety of late produced such resentment that acts of
because of his connection with th" terror and the throwing of bombs at
Steunenberg case resided In Park City the troops are frequent. Alikinoff has
last June and worked as a miner at proclaimed and Is enforcing martial
the Daily West. On June 13, while law with terlble rigor and revolutionthe family of Arthur Hooper was In aries or other persons caught witli
Salt Rake City. Adams entered the arms are Immediately shot.
Hooper homo and removed the furniture. He was arrested and lodged In MINE WORKERS' ORGANIZER
the city jail on the charge of houseCOMMITS MI RER IN SALOON
breaking. It was thought at the time
that his mind was unbalanced, as the- Double Shooting In Joint In Florence
Colorado,
furniture was removed in broad dayPueblo, Mar. 18. A special from
light and In the presence of the
nrlhbors. For this season the charge Florence, says: John Gehr, forme r
against him was reduced to that of organizer of the United Mine Worker
petit larceny and he was lined ll'".. of America, early this evening shot
John Thomas and his brother, Tom
which he paid, and left town.
While in Jail Adams talked freely of Thomas, the latter being probably fahis life and stated be had been In tally wounded. The affair occurred
Creek (luring the trouble lO Tarradlne's saloon, where the three
there. He told persons here. It Is al- had been drinking. Oehr first shot
The latter': brother
leged that he was familiar with the John Thomas.
inside workings of the union, and was procured a shotgun and tired at Oehr,
one of the three men chosen to assas- tut the latter shooting at the same
sinate the three Judges of the su- time prevented the charge from the
preme court of Colorado, Governor shotgun taking effect. The cause .if
Officers
Peabody and Adjutant Ueneral Hell
the shooting is not known.
He told nt having been in the bull are now searching for Oehr.
a,
It
was
pen at Cripple Creek and said
Operators Leave tor IiidtanapoMa.
he who placed the loaded revolvers in
ooal
Pittsburg. Mar. 18. Forty-fiv- e
the Vindicator shaft that resulted o
the deaths of McCormlck and Beck operators of western Pennsylvania and
A photograph taken of the man In Ideastern Ohio left here tonight for Inaho has been recognized by several dianapolis to decide whether or not
who knew hlhi here. He was not a the minen shall get an advance and
member of the local hranch of th" the amount to be given.
One of the operators said tonlgh'
Western Federation of Miners and Is
unknown to the officers of this unlpn. that he thought the miners would be
given an Increase of G per cent.
DENOUNCE GOVERNORS
Lost on the Congo.
FOR ALLEGED CONSPIRACY
Salt Lake, Utah, Mar. 18. ResoluAntwerp. Mar. 18. A dlspaleh retions condemning the methods of tic ceived here today states that the
prosecution In tin- case of Charles II
steamship Roldeshe!-ge- s
Mover anil William D Haywood, and
has been lost In the waters of the
governors
denouncing the
of Idahoand upper Congo.
U'olorado for an alleged conspiracy to
Kuropeain
All on hoard. Including
'deprive the defendants of their
and natives, It is said, were lost.
rights were adopted at two
largely attended meetings of labor unReceiver for fferwsM MUM.
ion men held here today.
Providence. R. I., Mar. 18. A petition In Insolvency against the extenWASHINGTON UNION MEM
ni 11s was "led In Ihe
PROTEST AGAINST ARRES I' sive Fnrwell circuit
court yesterday
States
Washington. Mar. 18. At a mass United
receiver appointed.
meeting of worklngmen of Washing- by creditors andarea estimate,!
at 1400.-OO- n
liabilities
ton today at which most of the local The with
nominal assets In excess of
unions were represented, resolutions that amount.
James Lister of this city
were adoptad protesting "against the
unwarranted arrest" of Moycr. Hey was named as receiver.
WOOd and Peltlhonel of the Weuter i
federation of Miners, In Idaho. The e SHEEPMEN WM L DEI
e
conspiracy
the
rest lutlons assert
RNOR OF IDAHO e
charge against the men was "trump- 0e Silt RO Itltah,
Mar. 18. The 0
Iake.
of money was
ed up." A small sum
e Tribune tomorrow will say that e
contributed to their cause.
e leading sheepmen of Utnh and e
e Nevada Will gather with their
No Trace of Outlaws.
e flocks at Tecoma, Nevada. March e
Vlnlta. Mar. 18. A courier who arment.
rived here today from Marshal Dar-- I 0 20. and cross the Idaho Imc In- 0e
rough 'l camp in the Spavlnaw oniin-- e defiance of the orders of Cover- Is e
r rag in plunder Recovered,
Ooodlng. This decision
try. says no trace of the VVIckellffe In- - e nor
It is e i he result of an opinion secured
H.
More
OUtiawa hta been found.
thai!
V f,
jtíi,
e
by
the iheepincn from Secretary e
t 'in worth of cloth tnd tillorV sup-- . not believed that the outlaws will e
of Agriculture Wilson, In which e
o- -It era lonve the Spavinaw country.
In
w s rreevsred hst nl-and e the ecrtarv upholds the rights ee
ra'd rid" hv the police on the house ror. Is many piares of concealment
e of flockmusters to go from one
,.
ip Indians doubtless can remain hid.t.nel M. Meverhoff. al 26 West
e stan to another with their herds e
A heavv
ConieeM street. Nine men and one den there for a long time,
e when the animals are free from e
M
ire held In connection with i tin fell today and this will Anake
e disease.
th robbery. The material was taken He- more difficult for a posse to follow
from a wagon In front of J. W. Conn's the tra'l.
ht
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London, Mar. IS Sinister rumors,
which are causing some uneasiness in
Vienna, have been discussed in diplo
math- circles for the past day or two,
it was announced in Vienna yesterday
that King Kdward will go to Antivari,
port of Montenegro,

tin-

in April,

IMPRISONED

tee

make a short visit to Prince Mirko.
second son of tin- reigning Prince eel
and will witness a military review. This seems Innocent
enough, but the story goes that tins
is Ihe tlrsft move in a gigantic international game. There is no standing
amy in .Montenegro, but King
visit will give an excuse for a
mobilization without exciting suspicion. As soon as the troops are ready
the coup d'etat that has been foreshadowed will be- executed. King Peter of Servia and his family will be rein. eed. and Prince Mirko proclaimed
king ef that country, with Montenegrin assistance if necessary
Austria
would protest against making Mirko
King. Iiul Italy WOUld support him. A
rupture ll likely to ensue;, and the
Triple Alliance broken, leaving Germany more Isolated than ever.
King Edward will go aflerward to
Monte-negro-
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TO

DEATH

Colorado Camps Shut Off From

Out-

side World by Fierce Blizzard
Raginp; Amid Rockies.

Pueblo, Colo, Mar. IK. A special
Un- Chieftain from Ouray says:
A BnoWSlide at I o'clock this morning killed one man, Injured two and
damaged property belonging to the
Camp Bird Mining company to thn
extent of $rn,oiio. wuiiim Cresaey
was caught in the slide' and Instantly
killed anil William Wavbilght and a
man by tin- name of Slrlkney were
but not seriously. The Camp
Bird mill which had recently been installed at a cost of over ttoo.noo, tin
reading room of the mill ami fourteen
carried down
trandi of tramway
with the slide-At ti o'clock ibis afternoon a leOOhd
snowsiieb oeourred at tin- Camp Bird
mine, Which carried away the angle
station, the- shed building of the Camp
shop,
Bird dump, blacksmith
stor i
room where all the provisions for I lie
nine are kept, and two miles of the
Camp Bird tram. The destruction e,f
the provision house' is the most serious loss and cuts off the food supply
of that mine. TWO hundred and fifty
men employed in the mine have- taken
refuge in the tunne l. Preparations ara
being made to rescue the Imperiled
niini rs ami get food to them before
the snow makes it Impossible to reach
them, if food is not rushed through
to the Camp Bird mine rs by tomorrow
it may be too late i prevgnt them
from starving to death
the tunnel
The first news of
slide was
brought lo Ouray by Co. inly Cnmmls-slotic- r
Smith He was In about a mll.i
of where It ran and It took him from
1:30 this morning till 2:.10 today to
bring In the news. Bescuilig parties
were soon formed ami started for the
scene of the accident, but the storm
again came up and the parties were'
forced back and it was believed impossible for any one to attempt
to
mine
before tomorrow
reai h the
morning, in addition, the slides have
t'l
among all the mountains around
and the following mines are
co
iletely shut off from communication with this city ami the storm is
10 here te that it Is impossible to reach
them
The Bankers' National, employing 1
mon the' Re venue'. employing 200
men: Atlas, employing It! men: Camp
Bird, empl nn: 2.10 nu n. anil San Pedro, emplo;
ll men.
This afteri on a slide took out th"
power Hue ol the Animas
Mining
company
Later a second slide took
ihree Quarters of a mile of the power
line of the- Tellurlde
power plant,
which furnishes power to the Revenue. San Pe dro and Atlas mines.
lo

and act as peace maker, with

the ultimate idea of the establishment
of an Italian-Britis- h
protectoral ove
the Balkan'
f the fevit is sufficient evident
erish condition of European politics
that BUch a plot as this rece ives serious consideration in certain circles.
Utterly unscrupulous diplomacy might
find strong motives for a Macehlavel-llat- i
scheme like this in the situation
which recently confronted Oraal Britain, H seemed then to some' British
statesmen that a struggle between
Germany and Croat Britain Was hv
evitable as soon as the forme r's navil
de'veiopincut
It.
was complete.
wan
obviously to Ores I Britain's Advantage
lo hasten the crisis In Order to pro-li- t
by Kngllsh
supremacy
naval
Therefore) say the Continental alarmists, what Is more natural than that
England ihOUld cripple the Triple Alliance' by some' plan like Ihe fore going
and Crush Cermany. with Fri'tich and
perhaps Russian help? Hence, the
cry also that the- League of Peace,
a
ibeal In the dispatches, Is really a
league of war.
It would nol be necessary to chronicle this wild talk, except that a great
deal of It Is llkedy to he heard while
thebalance of power remains upset
Those- who believe It know little of Ihe
Klglish people, They want peace, and
they win tolerate no policy r adventure. The present government is the
last one wnicfa would enter upon a
dangerous foreign policy, and never
before has it been Ruggested that the
king is anything but very sincere 'n
his great efforts to secure the peace
of Burape and the world.
:
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French Miners' strike.
Mar. IS.- - A general
Lens, Frane-ewas
strike
declared yesti'rday by the
minora of Courrlerres. Dourges, atnl
Osti ic eiurt. who have bee n very muc h
excited since the death of 1.000 or
more of their number by an explosion
of lire damp In the tilines last Saturday. A demand for Increased WSgSI
is the- reason advanced by the miners
for striking.
There is a fear that the strike will
result In destructive rioting.
,

i

:

oblo to Go to Shanghai,
Manila, Mar. IS. The baltl-shl- p
Ohio, flagship of Rear Admiral Train,
in command of the Americ an licet on
the Asiatic station, will leave
for
Shanghai at once to Join the orulsett
Raleigh and Cincinnati. The battleship W isconsin is now at Olongapo,
he-r-

Lieutenant Governor Dead.
Halifax. N. S., Mar. is. A. C
Jones, lieutenant governor of Nove
Scotia, died suddenly hero this morn- HEAV1 snow storms CAI UK
ing from apoplexy.
M FFKRI.Nti l
K KHHAH
unKansas City. Mo.. Mar. 18.
usually heavy snow storm prevails In
tin' southwe
tonight. The storm
Itlff northwest
b)
wind,
began early toda) and up to a late
hour continue d unabated. The wind
drifted the snow badly both In the
ami country. Sire i car I raffle- In
Kansas Citv and olhe'r Kansas and
Missouri ditos is totally stopped or
badly Interrupted,
Railway trains In
rvcrv direction are n laved, and It Is
likely many sehodul
will have hren
annulled before mon ,ng.
Although the weather Is not especially cold, much suffering has resull-i,- l
Leaven worth, Kaa., Mar. 18. CaroFollowing
open winline Von Rem Busche, said to be th ter hundreds the ofunusually
families provided
dtVOrCed
wife of Baron
Von
Rem themselves with hut meager supplle-den-B- e
Busche-Ha- d
usen, a German ba- of coal,
(he fuel companies, ex- ron of Berlin, committed suicide by Ipeectlng a and
demgnd during 'he reshooting at die headepiarters of her mainder oflight
Hie winter had permitted
son, Second Lieutenant Carl Freder- their
stocks to run low, The lorigget
ick Von
of the 18th Instretch of cold weather In
fant r: y. F. S A at Port Leavenworth Continued
Kansas Citj and this part of His
e
today
Lieutenant Von
southwest hud been experienced dui
la a cousin of Fredlierr Von
lug the past wee k, culminating tndsy.
y
ReBcrv-tarfirst
The
deale rs Intel worked almost
of the Herman embassy at Wash- nlljhi coal
and day to supply the sudden
ington.
for fuel and today's snow fall
No ause except possibly that of demand
made" the streets In the outlying
melancholia is known for the woman
almost Impassable. The snow is
having taken her life. Officers al tie wet, heavy
as milder weather la
Fort decline to make known anything predicted forandtomorrow.
It Is believed
definite in facts rnardlng lliei affair.
snow
will
disappear
the
anothwithin
Von
Mrs
killed herself
twelve hours, and normal condiby shooting, firing a bullet Into her er
tions will he restored 'lulckly.
head in her room adjoining her son s
private room, where she has lived Moisil RE ON
HI V!
with him for sume lime past. She 's
(H)8KXI) i n PARMFRS
known to have been treated last sumTopi'ka. Kas.. Mar. 18. The storm
mer for nervous disease' at
In Kansas today is general throughout
where the family formerly lived.
the atale, the depth of snowfall vary Mrs.
was 46 years of mg from rour to six Inches, with no
age.
I wind
to pile up drifts and no report
'

DEADLOCK TO BARON'S WIFE

tin-no-

IN

Dem-BtWC-

.

Iicni-Busch-

I

s

Bcm-Rusc-

Ueui-Busch- e
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

of. interruption
to railroad traffic
The temperatura range from 10 to Ji
degree abort? aero and In many pl e?
the snow melted fast. While Indit
in general are for u contlnuniu-- '
of the anowfall throuKhout the nigh:,
the heuviext neemx to have paaaed.
The farmers say the moisture t of
w
incalculable bvn-ti- i
I
Pra
tlcally without eke pt I on th unowfail
is chararterlxed aw th- - heYle1 of
winter.

MURDER

FOR

Kalis, s cuv M.lr. is njrs
iju
Donelson. while entertaining a party
of friends at dinner today, became en- ged ii
remark of K. C. Harris.
I painter, one of the quests, and shot
and killed him. Harris had mad a
letnark a lion t Mrs. Denel.son to Which
i". R. litggins. the woman's nephew,
took -- x eptiona. The men quarrelled.
KlgCginS ami his wife linally went for
a policeman and while iHey were gone
ra, I
laofl killed Harris.
At Brat
Mrs. Doneison said she shot Harris In
self defense and later she told the
police thai the shooting was accidental. Tln-rwere no witnesses to t!i

Wichbarn I rial April
my Rl PORTS
ni i: i OF
Ashville. X. i'. M u. v J.idv
MtSIIIP 1(11,1 sli
Pritchard and Judge Boyd hare
a joint order for the holding of
'
' idem in
York ilarlior Not Due
special term of court al O res na boro,
to Carelrwaw an.
on April 15, fpr th trial of Congressman Blackburn, indicted by the g ra nil
Washington, Mar. 18. After many
Jury for accepting I fee for genii
ue. ks consideration in the bureau Ót
before a government de- navigation
and In th office pi the
partment.
ludgt advocate general Secretary
Gcraian Desperado i aught.
has linally received the reBerlin, fhr. IK. Hainirtg a Mar- port of the court of Inquiry appoints
riage broker whose swindling mur- by Hear Admiral Evanq, commanding
der, other acts' f riOfeltre and bold the Atlantic fleet, to Investigate the
escapes have given t'he Herman circumstance! attending the general
many exciting asprlncl luring tli"
of warships in the harbor uf
last rhree months, was caught after hi New V.nk January
last
While the
had "hot a policeman at Btettln toda) battleship squadron was proceeding ho
by a btttchsr, who will be made well tea in single file (he Kentucky ami
to do, owing to the aggregate ,,f tin the Rearaarge, which wen- without
rewards, offered for tin capture.
ran aground, aM the Alabama,
Which followed ais,, without a pilot,
M
i
to
imiii
Hunt
urden r.
larrowly avoided the Kearaarge anjrt
Washington. Mar 18 A caValrj ran into the Kentucky, damaging he
troop riding through
the
country, "o that sin- had to be taken back i"
searching houaaa, barns and othei the navy yard for repair. The othbuildings and looking through Ui er yesar a wen- not seriously Injured
wooda for Isaac Winder.
what
and cohtli'ued on their way to Hamilof Baltimore county, ltd nr
ton roadi
anticipating.
tinfugttrvi
Winder.
The report of the court of impilr;,
murderer, has now been away from will nol be mad public
until Sen
Mon-dacounty
jail
the
at Towson since
tary Bonaparte
is acted upon It.
r
night ol last week, and the time is know n, howei sr.
that the comí
tixed by the court for his execution
fourfd thai tin- . oundlng and aubse- only sixt. cn days off The county au
luent I'idlision were accidental
thorittee pronüaéd thai they wouk not due to carelessness or Inefficientand
find him and return htm to the pris- an the I'urt of the officers of the vee- on in time to prevent postponement
els. and thai the court
Mlllllenilcil
if the execution, but now sum,i
Unit mi I'n i Hi, r pro ee lugs
be h oi
"ii that point Is expressed
It. is
gainst them.
the
utter failure Of tin C0U1
of
Rear Admiral Evans, commanding
ty authorities and part of the Balti
the fiei t, approved the recommenda- more city force to apprehend Winder lion and if Secretary Bonaparte
agr
that the suggestion la made thai llv with him the matter will lie dropped
state take a hand and furnish a trooj The officers mainly concerned an
of cavalry to assist in tile search.
aptaln I omly. who cmiiia niled tic
states Attorney Husscy conferred Via heme Captain Barry,
who com-liwith Captain c. yon Rogara of Trooj
nanded
Kentucky, and Captain
A yesterday afternoon,
and the lattet Wiiislnw who commanded the Kear-i. xpected
said he was willing t,, undertake th' mrge.
I
thai Secretar)
task of capturing Winder His tro
lonapa rl win announce hie action in
ers, he staled, are thoroughly efficient
w
fi
da
have good mounts ami are SXCI lleul
marfeamen, The troop, in- explained
N
M
Hi OX Ell T( DKATII
the state's attorney, is maintain, II at
IN FtKM E K INs s C1T1 I I! I
the expense of the Itatl
h
ami
thought it would be prop
i iie Mon- Overcome hi Smoke hi lii
for th
authorities to call out the men In tin
li e Trap
preewnl emergenc)
I
timan, corse' maker, who came her,KIM, CIARLOS IN M IDRID.
lin e months ago from St. I.ouis. was
Entertained b) Alfun-s- i
mi
Says lurned to death ami five other worn- u were ovamome by smoke in a flrt
VMt Will , incnl
n the Annex of the Altmsn building
Madrid Mat 18. King Carlo
of ii biighteenth and Walnut .streets n
Me city tonight,
Most of the tenants
Portugal and Queen Amelia ware en
tertalned at a banquet here bj King if the building are professional w
many
of them Bleep in thai)
and
Alfonso and Queen Cristina.
In u
toast, King Alfonso said
afilies.
Iniiiin was sjeeping on
"I congratulate myaelf on a visit ol the fourth IMor, ind she was deatl
'
inri men round
he'll
the Portuguese monar,
her.
Hi
live woirn ii were taken down oil
préseme of Queen Aim ha ss lending to cement th, tlea between the two ladders i,; die firemen from the fifth
They were nil revived.
loor.
nations. Immortalised by ti
mmoi
Pari "I the building In which llv
souvenir of their two great poet
oríIre
ii red is w ithout stairways ami
t'amoen and Cervantes, I drink t,
the health of my friend. King Carlo n shut iff from the main structure by
of Portugal, to Quean Amelle and to in iron i'
the Portuguese people
ramaa Rarfhqiuikc Severe.
King Carlos replied In terms ven
n, Mar.
1,
1 he Daily Tel
flattering to Alfonso XIII and thanking him for the honorary o,,ne .
graph'i Tokio correspondent,
tele
the regiment of Valen, le
graphing concerning tin- earthquatt
Saturdai morning In the vicinity ol
Cagl, Uland of Formoas, says
ni w
mu i m i e,
thai
railwaj lines ,vere twisted. telegTapl
i itggagd for i o in no I
oil
oles
thrown down and muses denrelllnf
stroyed
Htatnc.
The orresiondeiil says the
Washington. Mar. Iv Mr J. ft Nlchl Hhltnbun states that ihe casHill, an electrical engineer onnei td ualties exceed 100. Other estima tei
la t
lem as high as H00.
with the Interior department, has
vented a new apparatus for -,
c ion Be He sells for sis. nun.
the unveiling or statues.
With the
device, he say. Presiden) Roosevell
Im in. Mir. ix. Admiral
Ketaon'l
may unveil the statute ,,r Benjamin llene
Memora ml uní " being tin
autographl
Franklin in Pans simply by touching tdmlre
Instruction
a button at the white house.
sued to h
'ins on he e e of lie
The Invention conitl ot leriM ol Battle of Trafalgar, was sold at am
magnets
tlon al Christle'i yesterday for 118,000
ami
electrical
ipparatu
placed at different points In the
being nun based hy a bookseller nani- Some of the authorities of
concealing the statu, to be unveiled, and using it the coverllUJ
th It'
museum were present it
from the tlgur.
and the the late and I! Is said that the pur- hitches which so frequently occur In hase in av hive been made on their
the removal of the drapery from la hair
The docuraenl ladacatei the plan of
Statues to be unveiled are avoided.
Mr. Hill has not secured
patent battle ami it is remarkable because ii
on his device and will glv- - It to tie
ike no provision for anything but
i kctor
Freru h government if it m desire,
In caae where
cap) iln is unable
to ii. ke out a llagshin's sien lis. '
Decreased Heath Itatc.
Washington. Mar. II. A summary Melftpll says, he cannot dp very wrong
f he ,,i, es Ills hip alongside one id
of the February report of Col W C
florgas. chief sanltury Officer of Hi' the enemy's."
Tin whereabout of the memoran- Isthmian canal commission, on the
.as not known until recently.
Isthmus of Panama, was received b dum
Whatl it was found in the possession
cable today at tl
ffloei ,,f th, . ..
private
family, which had been
of
s
mission In this city as follow- illl'iw.itc of the characer ,, value of
"Twenty-tlir- .
e thousand
MnploytJ
he do, unielit.
on rolls, average sick. 47.' dally, i
twenty per thousand.
dl il
among employes, forty-ninnegror
seven whites, including one from th.
i nil I'll
Míales
Lowest
death
among employe since the beginning
of American work Deaths from pt., a
monla decreased fiom thlrtv threi n
December, to twenty-si- x
In Januarl
to eleven in February
Last cus of
yellow fever at Colon, December II.
at Panama. November II
I
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RIO GRANDE

HAVE

DISAPPEARED

Col.. Mar. 18. The police
have been asked by t.ic
sheriff of Fremont county to locate
Frank Uvely, the Denver & Rio
Orande telegraph operator al Swallow,
to whose negligente is attributed the
wreck early Friday morning, which
caused such great loas of life and
to passenger and trainmen.
K
Is reported that Lively
left Swallow
today and joined ills brother, also an
operator al Portland, and later Kith
left on an eaal hound train.
A sala,,, en
has been Issued for
Prank Lively to a pear at the coronInquest
tomorrow.
er'!
Detectives are
scouring th city for the young mail.
r,

e

Ms city

iv

i

TRADE

GERMAN

INCREASES

1

1

.

i

1

.

1

1

of

.",00,000.

The pressure upon the resources of
banks attract comment ainl is explained as being partly due tO Hie
(heavy movement in foreign trade anticipating the new tariff, a number
of the largeal banks considerably expanded their foreign business in the
course of the vear.

sails.
Xcw fork, Mar. IS. Philippe llu- nou Varilla, who appeared before the
hthmian banal commission a the alloc ii" of a water level canal, which
Ii' d the Straits of Panama. Balled
in the iteafmre La Lorraine tot Havre.
r
dr. BuhaU'Varflla was formerly
from Panama to the I'nlted
la
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F. RAILWAY SYSTEM

SUCCKSSORS

STEEL. i

lAüSAQV A BFBCIALTT
CATTLE AM niKis Ilir.GEST
MAKKKT PRICE PAID

EC.

B. RÜPPE Easter Gotons
T,IE

Call on Madame Gross and settle the
problem. A fine line of flebu Samples
just from fletv VorK.

PRKSCKIITION

COPP, D.

J.

DRUGGIST

S.

WSÍ Railroad Ave.

20

115
1

e

MADAME GROSS

West Gold Avenue.

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK
of

i

STAPLES, BAR (ROM

Fresh and Salt Meats

B. F.

TO E. J. POST & C

BARB WIHE FENCE

Capital

T H

$100,000.00

BANK OF COMMERCE

15,000.00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
0.,X. Maáfon, Prealdant; Wm. Fafr, Vhr Praeldeftt; J. V. ifarndort,
C'aahler; liny McDonald, Assisiant Caahler; I. A. Dye. .T. A. WeinA. Miera. K. II. Strung, Jay A. Hubbs, and 1). 11. Cams.
man.

ALBUQUERQUE, N, M,

CAPITAL, 3150,000.09.
Officer and Directora:
LUNA, President.

SOLOMON
W. 8.

J.

flft-sl-

EE

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS,

e

looountu of Individúala, Firma, ami Corporation BoUclted .Intflreal
Paid mi Siv Month DrpOCllta Ol Itutc of 3 per cent per annum.

Ladies' Tailoring

Willi AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Surplai ami Undivided Profits

n

& S.

R UKE8,

I
W

88,130,784.81

TOTAL

lit ii. dim; hakwahe,
CARPEÜtTRRS' TOOIJ5,
ORR1
ti:d ROOFfNO,

Purely, Agent

WM, FRRR

Cactus Oil)
it

18,180,784.81

HOEf AND
GARDEN TOOLS.

K.K,,n 12, N. T. Arn.lio I5,.II1I..K

Prof. Dean's 1

ira-lier-

--

Without

yi

I

111

1

t,fl7,30.21

HARROWS, SBOVlbiM,

the Pale of $4M lor the
muí
ton in Trip.
Pinal
March 2llli MM II!.

hi

Heals

200,000.00
2,633,589.23

PLOWS, SCRAPERS,

tickets

Above
Ooccaslon
Will lie sold March

tim

I
I

civ Mexico,

the

I

i ,

"

O.

OTRICKI.I'.R

w. ft JOHNSON.
and mulilcr.
Aol..n rw.1.1..
WILLIAM MelNl-OSn- .
GEORGE ARNOT
BALDRIDGE.
A. M. RLACKWELL.
o.
CROMWELL

e

rt

for Bradford's riaghiti
Norfolk Mai
II. The
Si iles miser .Minneapolis came to
navy yard yeaterdai and Bi
In lit tira
a (ill
flag from the ' ilympi i
the Minm a
oils. Th Orympla Is to be placed out
of commission here foi extensive n
pairs
Most of her officers will be a,
signed to the new battleship Virginia
shortly to be place. I in commission II
this navy yard.
Minni-aiMii-

t

Kurds

tia,k

GOLD COIN FLOUR

,

Xinerlcaii-Boso-

n.

M'ir. 18. Complaint
frna
officials of the .metl, in s, hool
Van. eastern Turke) igalnst the treat,

ment ty Turklnh official and Kurd
ha been received hy the Amerl
board of commissioners for
missions.
School officials state that notwithstanding (he ostensible friendship or
governor general, a man or asi
strength, the sd
has been plunder- ed and burned hy th- - Kurdl In the
presence of Turkish officials and so-

You will never have any waste

you use Gold Coin Flour.
It is the cheapest because it is the best.
it

i

ldier.

John I. Dunn Dead.
New Tork, Mar. Is. John I. Dunn,
financial agent of the New Tork Prest
died yesterday morning at hi home In
Itldgwood. N. J., of typhoid lever, ar
ter an illness of two week. Mr. Dunn
had been with the New York Press for
many year. Prior to that time h
waa a well known newspaper man in
the west.

38,188.58

9

Agents for Studebaker Wagons

Wholesale and lletnil Dealer In

i

$ 809,000.00
1.370,306.21

...

and Profit

Deposita

S8.500.00

DEPOSITORY OF THE A T.

II

Mar hauls' lunch, just the thing for
ntisy man. White i: ,ii.i
Horn
I,

9, 1905

Circulation

a.SM.SO

TOTAL

-

m.'il

Millinery to
II purses

Fashionable
iccaalon anil

.New

United States Bond
Cash and Exchange

( 'a I it In

I.SSO.flSt.OO

Estate
Banking House and Furniture

of Central

V'eare.
Ala., Mar. is. Mrs.
,f Daleabnra. W. Va.,
Kimberley, of Dallas,

r

NOVEMBER

LIABILITIES

Loiiiis and Discounts
BondH, Stock, Real

New Mexico

flilrty-Flv- c

mother and daughter, after a
separation of thirty-liv- e
years, met
here yesterday, The latter was stolen
10111 h.-home In West Virginia when
Ive year old by gypsies.

Tex.,

BUSINESS,

RESOURCES

--

min-'rta-

Med Uier
Birmingham.

AT THE CLOSE OP

Protective JVTINTOSH HARDWARE eO
Association

0

Bunau-Varil-

Albuquerque. New Mexico

and
Horse

n

OF THK

First National Bank

Cattle

Threatened Rooaerelt.
Cincinnati, Mar. is. -- ' I want the
city to give me a ticket to Washin?-toI
want to kill the
president.
of the world must la- cleanaed
The
"
with his blood
This was the hyster.
i, a! declaration
of a man who forced
way
lils
Into the office of the mayor's
secretary, He w as locked up pending
Ui investigation into his sanity.
Mi.

--

two-stor-

I

n-

' i

ON SAVINGsl)EPOSITS

INTEREST ALLOWED

;

Annual Report of the Banks show
Much Larger Figures,
Berlin, Mar. is. The annual reports of the greatest Joint stock banks
ot Berlin, which have Just been published, reflect the activity of German
Hade and industry In the year 90-- .
Nine of the principal banks exejudiny;
apital of I '77. 0(1(1. 000. distribute
nearly "'4.000.000 in dividends. being
,n Increase of over $4.ooo.onn as compared with the preceding year.
All department
of banking activity
'exhibit largely Increased llgures. The
current liabilities amounted to 195 l.r
509,000, an increase of 1 ."..000.000.
The liquid assets agggregated $S6!i 0(10.000.
an Increase of J 64,000,000
cah on hand. J (U', 000. 000. a decreas

,

1

SALE.

brick cottage, new.
bath, electric lights. N. Sixth st.
12,250 5 -- roOm modern adobe,
well
built, nicely finished, large grounds,
(iood outbuildings, trees and shrubbery. Pouth ward.
$2.000
cement finish dwelling, bath, etc. clone in.
$J.5O0
frame dwelling, o:i
corner close in. lot 75x142, fine
shade trees.
$1.400
new brick cottage,
near shops, city water, easy terms,
terms.
A tine piece of business property '
for
sale.
Some good ranches for sale close to
city.
$2.uo
brick cottage, bath
electric lights, barn, corner lot, 50
142; N, Second street.
$1,300
frame, new, barn
shade trees, city water, high location.
$2.000
frame cottage, bath
etc.; S. Arno street.
$1,100
frame cottage, bath
glebtric lights, close in.
4 double houses, close In. In
$G,.",00
come $80 per month; a good Invest-ment. Half cash, balance on time ai
8 per cent.
$3,500
frame cottage, elegant
residence. West Tijeras ave.
$3, "00
brick, suitable for rooming or boarding house
on Highlands
$2. 00
frame, bath, electric
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot 75x142,
Fourth ward.
$1,300
frame, near shops.
$í,000
modern
brick dwelling; bath; gas; electric
lights; barn.
$3.300
brick cottage; modern
well built; large cellar; good barn;
trees and lawn; fine location. West
Tijeras road.
$2.700
frame dwelling with
modern conveniences; well built. S.
Arno St.
$2.300
frame cottage; modern conveniences, trees and shrubbery, corner lot, 50x142.
Money to Mem on 'onrt Hen! Estate
at Low Hat"i of Interest.
two-stor-

WRECK

igi

ii:u-ed

-

MEN WHO CAUSED

afcedy.

t.

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00.

-

To l tKin Noclalhm.

-

tUOfl

MEXICO

NEW

ALBUQUERQUE,

2124 South Second Street.
AutomnthPhone 328.

DINNER PARTY

n,
London. Mar. li
urgui
tlon. entitled th- dtlaena
Natlmwl
league, aai launched her y rterda
The primary otijeri is- com a ttl ag nil
forma of state or municipal soelallxm
and municipal rxtravairanre.
i1r Kdwurd Saaaiui. the well known
Anglo-India- n
inercli.ie' ami )u Mar-T0- r
Douro. ,ldet sn ,,f rhf Duke 'i
Wellington ami a number ,,f rneinbe'T
of parltaim 'it ,ir among the org
Ixers, who ,xpeci tin league t i x
eiaa considerable Influence In shaping
legislation
A wide, democnttli
net ha beeh
sprVad to éatetl tirtrAber
Ever)
io
In
ellgibl
adult British rahjeel
membership.

Monday. March II

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

heal Estate and Loans,
Firs Insurance,
Surety Bonds.
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GOLD COIN FLOUR
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Monday, Starch

BUILDING
it

ere forwarded on Schedule, it belnj;
celculated to have the road repaired
before the trains bad reached Callente. There have been no mishaps to
trains and there is no danger of famine among the stirm bound travelers
fer Ihe company Is making every effort to supplv their wants.
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Commercial

Great

Artery

Is Fast Developing.
SANTA

FF

PHOtNIX

AND

ITS HISTORY

(T'hi.riiix Republican.)
The Samn
Preacott & Phnonlx
Railroad company, with its connect
Uu.st 'OJ hee.i
nig lines, has without
he oytrsaailowlng influence in the
an.l
of central Ai'Biin
upuii these great commerci il arteries
In- OlOilSure
in
large
a
will depend
Much has hn-re ising prosperity.
written concerning the áama Ke prop1V, Pren o'.t & Phoeer and tlic
nix Which was constructed in the beginning mainly in the furtherance of
,i lew local enterprises,
and as a feeder to the patent line. Hut this
feeder has itself become a parent
line, and a largo mileage of Its track
is destined in the V 'ry near future to
form a (action of a ne.v .Santa We
transcontinental system, t'hat while
role In crossplaying an Important
country traffic, will at the same time
do more tor the development of central Arizona than all previous lnllu- mi e
The Ariof whatever nature.
zona link will connect the chain from
the gulf to the coast, the lines through
Texas and New MsK'co being now almost llnlshed and mi extension of the
Arlsuna. sysum 'rum Parker, on the
(
California,
lorado river, to
on tip. SMrta Fs coayl lines will
iie system.
Mi
hilt .. v subs; laxy (, ar.;l the
offspring of Hie Sania Ke, Prescott
PtioenlX will be men'ionad in the reverse order of their construction for
like all huge business enterprise.-- ' lie
latest Project undertaken Is the largest
The latest Is
ci.d most important.
the Artaona & California, leaving the
.V.
Phoenix main
Sania Ke, Prescott
near Wit keiiburg and running almost dü" west to Parker,
where it
will cross the Colorado river and meet
the line from Biifu4i the California
junction point. l)uring the last ve.ir,
d
111 ly miles
of this line has been
and put in operation from
WlCkenburg to Salome, a new deseit
town of coining' iiuportame, that has
Ufe
sprung Into active commercial
dniing that time. Between the places
named i. the town of Wouden, which
is the station
for a number of
good mines now being a. tivcly developed, as well as the shipping point
fur a considerable area of rich mineral country to the big BRMlter at
Humboldt. P.eyond Salome the track
hat been laid to the west for another
twenty miles, though regular trail'
service has not yet been Inaugurated
and the gr iding camps are still another twenty miles further across Hie so-- i
Only
it, led
desert, toward Parker.
lor the huge undertaking of bridging
'
lie Colorado, the western pot ion of
the great transcontinental link Would
soon In' completed, bill the building
will perhaps take anof thai
other i'ear.
The "thM factor in the development
of the Peavine" has been the keen
foresight and genius and ihe indómita
Me energy or jir. k. tf. Murphy, who
from the beginning has held the office of president of Ihe Santa Ke, I'res- ni A Phoenix and all its associated
lin. s. The building of the paren) line
from Ash Kork to Phoenix was his
project, and its execution was achieved by overcoming ihe greatest obstacle!.
Built very largely during the
panic of Ihe early nineties, and having
for its primary purpose an outlet for
the cily of Phoenix and the CongTaS
mine, the project Wis looked upon
:is foolhardy, when the greal tSpenM
of mountain railroad building and tin
embarrassing conditions were lakon
Into account. Nevertheless Mr. Murphy saw in the years to follow a warrant for his efforts that time has vindicated, and what In the first place
were primary objecls. Present t and
Congress, have now become mere Incidents in the great scheme of things.
Mr.
in this glganil'c undertaking
Murphy found in Mr. VV. A. Drake, the
a
as
very man he (required
ami professional adviser, for he was
master or the art of railroad engineering, a fact that he has demonstrated,
for ihe entire Bantu Ke. Prescott &
PhoehlS system hSS been built under
bis Immediate engineering direction
and be has been advanced from lime
to lime until be is now general superintendent of the system. Most of
the heads of lie various branches ill
ihe operating department have been
wllh ihe company a long time, and all
are tried and competent railroad iih ii.
in ihe traffic dtpartmenl there has
bean a romarkable growth of bustnejM
in keeping with the extension of the
sv stein.
Mr. K..A. Jones is the head
,it this department and Is devoting the
years
of his active life to its
hesl
ills tille is general freight
and passenger agent, and he is ably
issisled by W. S. ('loldwarthv. general
agent at Phoenix, and A. B. Taylor,
chief clerk at Prescott.
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We've Clothe for Men, Boys and Children, fresh from the hands
of the Country's most noted Maker-- .

ERNEST MEYERS & CO., Wholesale Dcslcrs,
Albuquerque, New flezico.

We've Hats made by Manufacturéis with a reputation for
Hawes and Duniap.
ing the best Hats on the market

Oood Old "Blntx

of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa 8 full value. The last assessment of
whereby the people of Topeka will 'railroad properly in the state was un-- :
have an opportunity to inspect the der the old law and was made in
famous Strang gasoline-electri- c
motor 1904, when the valuation was put at
car, which has completed recently a about $36.000.000.
The Cnlted States!
mile
thousand
journey
over tin census bureau recently issued a bull- three
lines of many steam railroads between elin showing the actual valuation of
Philadelphia and Kansas City, Mo., railroad property in West Virginia to
where the car now is.
be $202,000,000.
Under the original schedule of this
Governor Dawson has asked the
car, which is eventually to cross to ihe director of the census to permit two
Pacific coast. It is doubtful if it WOUld of his experts to go to West Virginia
have passed through Topeka but the to assist the state board of equalisa- Santa Ke officials believing that it tion and assessment in making a re- should come here and anxious to try appraisement
of railroad property,
It out over the Santa Ke road, opened which will mean an early increase in,
negotiations with those having (marge the taxes so far as the railroad com-- I
of the car with the result Unit il wi't panics are concerned.
be run from Kansas City up here.
Some of the West Virginians now
According to the present plana the in Washington believe the assessments
car will leave Kansas City Sunday will at least be trebled.
morning at 9 o'clock. Stops will ne
made at Holliday, De Soto, Eudora.
WARNING
Lawrence and Lecompton. The car
w ill arrive here about noon and v ill
be on exhibition in the vicinity of the
To the People f llhuqiicrqae,
Santa Ke station until 4 o'clock in the
afternoon, when it will return to KanA Morning Journal
reponer
hapsas City, no stops being made on th
way hack. F. C. Kox. general super- pened in the store oi' our well known
intendent of the Santa Ke, and B. ,T. druggists, J. II. O'Rlelly Co., ihe other
Shakeshaft. assistant general passen- day, and ill speakinc, of Hi sudden
ger agent, will represent the Santa Kc changes in the weather ami the sickon the trip here from Kansas City.
ness whii'h seenis to be so prevalent a
This car. which has proved 10 he
such a marvel and which will prob- member of the above firm remarked.
"Such weather eannoi help hut result
ably revolutionize Interurban passenger traffic on many of the railroads of in coughs, colds, bronchial troubles,
the country, is of the type which em- the grippe and other sicknesses. This
bodies a gasoline engine, as a prime weather is also bad for old people ami
mover which generates electric power those who arc run down or have a
by means of a generator; ihe electricany WMknesi or disease."
ity being used in motors on the car tendency to
he: "!l s'uis to me that
trucks, with the intervention
or n youContinued
warn every man. worn. in
storage battery to balance the load. It and should
child in Albuquerque, especially
presents an unusually attractive ap- the aged
run down, through the
pearance and contracts have already columna and
to
of
the
Journal
been made for the use of similar onet build themselves
up and take proper
mi the new interurban road which Is precautions to ward off ulckoesa, and
being constructed between Kansas there would be very much less
City, Mo., and olntbe, Kan.
and fewer deaths in Albuquer-(u- e
this winter."
Pointer for Conductors.
When asked what they considered
Don't send In a worn out, dogeared, the most universally, successful medi
train Jmok; get a full leather cover cine they had evar sold In their store
for your book and when It Is "turned for thai purpose with. ml hesitation
in" will have a neat appearance.
Ibis well known druggist answered:
ll. s. Lithgow ,v Co.
"Our modern cod liver ul preparation,
Bookbinders,
Journal Building. Vinol, and If people on. y knew what
a grand protection to health it is, e
WEST VIRGINIA ROADS
would not have clerks enough in our
MI ST I'AY MORE TAX store to supply the demand.
l
n: medicine, as
know It is not a i
Governor Dawson Preparing for a everything In It is named on the laNew Valuation.
bel, and It does not contain any oil to
Washington. Mar. 18.- - Trouble for (log the system and upset the Stomtil" railroad companies which traverse ach, but It does contain every one of
the state of West Virginia is fore- the medicinal, curative and bodyshadowed In the visit to Washington building elements of CO liver oil ac
of Covernor William M. O. Dawson, tually taken from fresh cods' livers.
who came here to forge an entirely
Vino!
cures coughs. bronchitis.
new weapon against common enrriers. strengthens the old, builds up the
West Virginia has a new law relatwe ak and run down, and makes rich
ing to the .assessment of property for red blood. If It falls we will return
taxation. It requires that property of the money paid for it." J. II. Olllelly
all kinds shall be appraised at Its Co.. Druggists.

I
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HOUSTON TO HAVE NEW
DEPOT
SANTA
Houston, Tex.. Mar. 18. The purchase of the twelve blocks of ground
In tile Third ward for a Union passen-

ger depot site and freight termínala
has developed Into a joint proposition
between the Qttlf, Colorado
Santa
Fe company and the Yoakum railways
composed of the Trinity and Brazos
Valley road, the St. Louis, lirow nsvillc
it Mexico road, and the Houston Belt
and Terminal railway company.
The fact that this purchase is a
joint deal between these IWO railway
Systems was made known by Ihe filing
of trunsfcrs from sau Lazarus, president of the Belt & Terminal company,
to V. C. Nixon, vice president and
general manager of the Santa Ke lines
In Texas. The transfers are made fco
Mr. Nixon as trustee, but it is known
that the property is for the Santa Ke.
The conveyances already made cover a portion of the district thai fronts
on Texas avenue, upon which it is the
Intention of the railway companies involved to erect a modern union DAS
Ke and other passenger trains from
the Yoakum m ids. it is ib intention
also to have the International ant)
the Missouri. Kansas & Texas rail- way company In urn their passenger
trains Into thO proposed passenger do
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MtiHluittan Shirtt
Riirht Wilson

Shirts

Jagrr U mlerwtar

Nfitleton's Shoet

Fine Clothing & Furnishings, Albuquerque
JggabjbJbjabjJgaibgageaibba

J.E.BELL Just Received
Livery, Feed and Sale
Ill

Hoardh.e Horses a
Saddle Horses.
Silver Avenue. Albnaneraiie.
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Finest Vehicles
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body welcome to look through

Our Repository.

the old leaky roof. Get a
new one that will endure

Puts

STRONG

MOTOR ( Alt TO
TAKE RUN ON SANTA FE
Officials Eager In Watch Performance
of inmole-- Hotor.
A Topeka dispatch says:
Arrangements have been made by the officials
I

Special Prices
Wild.

PREVAIL

All, DEPARTMENTS

J. KORBER.

NEW NEXICI

HOOFING

on your building and you will nevar
bow hard it isins or bow hoi lb
sun shines.
Anyone ran pnt It down.
jfatSw
Krrr Sample 011 ccnueat.

aj ' for Vale by
COMPANY
BORRADAILS
Agcntn, 117 (iold Avenue
Albuquerque, X. M.
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While Sale
Commences

MoikIii.i

Morning ui ttSO o'ctcok

DAVMCJHT STOKK

Concensus of Opinion: "15e Best Opening Ever Seen in Albuquerque.

ere showered apon us. and we here tender our tknnka tor
Hundreds attended our Sprint Opcttln- - nml wee delighted nith the Kind lent Mentar in nil Ihe Departments, and the sweet strain of the music. CwHpmtniatlon
TO
NOW DESIRE TO CALL vol it ATTEBÍTIOH
the kind miiiaik unaapj show) the store, the (jimmIs. muí (specially the iillimr.

Our Greact Annual White Underwear Sale
This Sale of White Shows a. Double Saving

first the economies thai we secured by our plans made on prevailing prices of six iiioiiIIih BgO, then the mlditi mnl siMnys that Is so positively shown iiynlnst the prices of white Roods thai hnvc hml to meet the prices of
and linens til their nuirket price tndny. The Kconomist never nets In
rut. Mnryelous as hnve been the gathering of while garments in Ihe pust. this assemblage Is better Hum Bttl of them. The women of lliuipienpic
eol-loi-

11

whole, lint In which
were never iisked to view such
miiunlllccnt nrrny of begntlfaj wear things 11s we invite them lo choose from The whole Flrat Floor Is a picture In while an etching that Is not only licautlful as a
naliis,.ks
get
rodil. I BT
mid
muslins
each line and lUtCtl can bear III" Closest scrutiny. Tor this is not a sale of cheap tiling, hut a SALE OF .OI THINGS CHEAP, Wc have worried with scores of nianiifueiiireis to
i
Into
lots
divided
upwards.
10c
priced
ami
slock
from
each
and
slz.es made full. Ihe Bearing neat alld nicely finished, the IrlWWllHg
lire
refined gad tasteful. Out
.

11

Corset Covers

Skirts! Skirts!

Our Entire Slock Divided lulo
i.ots running from 16c to gü.voo
per garment.

A large variety of the new styles in corset covers

Short Skirls, made of cambric and nainsook, lace
and cmliroidcrv trimmed, extra rnfile at bottom;
priced at 25c, 50c 75c, 90c. $1.25 and $1.50.
Long Skirts of fine nainsook, cambric and brig
cloth, cut in the new style, ela1xratelv trimmed with
laces ami embroidery, also plain hemstitched and
tucked styles, at 50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2.00,
$2.50 and tip to the fine hand made gOods.

Chimeses

Marguerites

Plain bottom Chemises, trimmed with lace or
at 25c, 50c 75c, $1.00 and $1.50.
Marguerites made of long cloth, nainsook and
lawns, trimmed with lace or embroidery, lxth at the
neck and bottom of garment, up from $1.00 each.

La Grecque Combination Underwear
Corset cover and drawers combinaiton and corset
cover and skirt combination, also separate garments,
such as drawers, skirts and Gowns, antl their new
bust sujiporter corset cover, a new line.
Priced from $1.65 per garment and up.

in the plain Untrimmed kind to the most elabrately
trimmed kinds in n.iinsook. long cloth, cambric and

mulls; priced 25c up to $2.50 each.

Corset covers in silk, pinks, blues, blacks and white,
in long sleeves, short sleeves and sleeveless.

Drawers
We carry a full line, made of cambric, nainsook
Any of these Illustrated articles of
rndcrvvcur can lie
hml In our $1.2," line

and long cloth. lxt'lt open and closed styles, from the
plain hemstitched ruflled bottom to the elalxirately
trimmed styles; prices range from 19c for the plain
hemstitched styles to $3.50 each for the finer goods.

Children's and Infants' Underwear
Divided into four lots drawers, skirts, waists and
skirts on waists, at 10c each; and better qualities
with more trimmings on them at 19c, 25c, 29c, 35c
and 50c per garment.
These are exceptional values and not rite usual
kinds thrown on the market at these prices.

For the Stout Women
Wc carry a full line of Muslin and Knit Underwear: Gowns from $1.00 each and up; Drawers
from 75c each and up; Knit Vests from 15c each
and up; Knit Drawers from 40c eacli and up.

Children'! Muslin Tnderwear
divided hilo Lota at Ilk' lo ftOr
A

foil line of Oulsles for Ijirge
hi Muslin l iulerwoar

Women

a
a
e

a
a
a
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Albuquerque's Brightest and Busiest Store
Till:
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Corner Flrsr Street and Copper Avenoe.
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e've the most choice Toggery the market affords.

We've main ideas not to

(Y,

mak-

suf-feri- ii

a a

Sail Ijikc Demoralized.
Fight limited and overland trains of
the Salt Iike were tied up In washouts yesterday, fine limited train lay
bel ween two extensive washouts and
provisions were packed to the dining
curs on the hacks of Ihe section gang
The southbound limited on the Salt
!,ike which should have left for lor
írseles yesterday, was detmired nt
Dgden and sent south over the Southern Pacific Hon Joaquin valley route,
says a San Bernardino paper.
From six miles north of Callente,
Nevada, to fi7 miles smith, there are
four large washouts, averaging from
Yester100 to Kill feel across each.
day's northbound Salt Lake trains
I

Every detail fit our Spring Stuck is now complete and wc are n
readiness to serve our patrons in the saine satisfactory in.Miner. thai
has made this store so popular and built up lor us such a large volume
of business.

VAL BLATZ BREWING CO., MILWAUKEE
Always the Sam

t

WIENER

The absolute wholesomeness of Blatz Beers is predetermined by the Blatz Method, months before it
Pure, sparkling water hops-ba- rley
comes to you.
malt brewed and matured in the good
Blatz way. The ideal home beverage.

i

against the Maricopa & Phoenix &
Rati Itiver Valley railroad. Tills Is an
action to enforce payment upon the
bonds of the corporation, vet is in the
nature of an amicable adjustment of
lis affairs. The road is a prosperous
Clio, t'he foreclosure merely being to
effectually clinch Its transfer from the
original corporation to the control of
the Southern Pacific company, which
lias been operating It for about a year.

SPRING OPENING

beer-Wi- ener

Detective.

To Enforce Payment,
A decree of foreclosure has been ordered In the case of the Partner's,
ii.iii and Trust company of New York

I

quenches the thirst and refreshes instantly and naturally. Athletes drink Wiener beer when
They know that it is good for them.
in training.

CENTRAL CABOOSES
WILL ALL HAVE 'PHONES
In a short time every caboose on
the MexicauVentral will be equipped
with a telephone. The department of
public works of Mexico has approved
of the plan submitted by the Mexic mi
Central for this improvement in its
servl e and already work has begun
of the plan, which marks the beginning of a great innovation In railroading in Mexico.
Already it is possible to talk over
the telephone at Juarez with the
of th" Central in Mexico City anJ
the determination to install portable
telephones in the cabooses of the system from this cit to the southern terminus is simply a step further In the
phn of bringing the service of th"
road ui to the very highest standard.
This plan has been under discussion
for some time but it was only R few
days ago that Ihe government officials
approved it so that it would legally go
Into effect. The plan Is to equip every
tram with a telephone which has taps
that can be attached to the long distance wires oyerhead. thus making a
connection with any station with
which crew wishes to talk. As so often happens, accidents occur between
telegraph stations and It Is often several hours before the dispatchers
know what Is the mailer with a train
that has failed to report for some
time. Willi the telephone system in
effect all the conductor of a wrecked
train has to do is to get out the portable telephone and connect it with
the wires overhead and explain Ills
difficulty,
This system has been In effect in
the United States In different forms
for several years. Some of the big
eastern trunk lines even have telephones on the trains themselves, so
that the conductors in the rear can
converse with the engineer in the cab
several hundred yards ahead. That
system was tried on the New York
Central trains and was found to work
NOW all trains on
admirably well.
that road are being so equipped.
Sometime ago the Mexican Central
stalled its line of long distance telephones from Juarez to Mexico City,
but nothing was done about Installing
'phones on trains until word was received that Ihe government had approved of the Plan,

0. K. Price, employed as a holler-make- r
al lie Winslow round house,
e is
arreatad Thursday by Marshal
flanks for carrying concealed weapons. He was lined fifty dollars by
Judge Kllnn. which 'he paid and departed on No. I that night. Price had
reb utíais showing him to hp In Ihe
employ of the i inkerton Detective as-

sociation.
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GOOD beer helps the stomach to perform its
It aids the digestion. The percentage of
alcohol in good beer is very small. GOOD
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TELEGRAPH
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BIG

The Best Guaranty of Merit
Is Open Publicity.

OF

AND

years ago there was not
mile of stretched wlrtfor telegraphic purposes in the United States. Today
there are niore than l.fiOO.OOO miles
of wire, more than 2"i0,000 miles of
pole, anil cable and more than 40.000
office at which telegraphic message
United Slates and Territorial are
transmitted and received. These
offkes handled more than 100,000,-00- 0
messages last year, and this number did not include the millions that
Court Opens Today.
wen- - sent over leased wires or under
railroad contracts. The first electric
telegraph completed In the United
(States rai between Washington
and
WILL
BUSINESS
VOLUME OF
Baltimore in is44
The first public
message transmitted over It was the
SMALL newt of the nomination by the BaltiBE COMPARATIVELY
more i (invention of James K. Polk as
the democratic candidate for the prcs-ul-y.
Two years previous to this
The regular March terms of the time some of the best minds of the
courts country had considered the claims of
United stales and territorial
for this county III be held thin morn- Profeaaor Bamuel F. B, Morse as those
grand
two
ing when the
Juries are
whose mind was deranged.
charged by of Ita man
called at ; o'clock to
was In the year 1H42, about noon
two Juries will be. of the day. when
Judge. Ahbott. The
members of the L'nlt- .. ....
i. - i i. iu- ,,,.(
i....
... ..
..,ki.
gin men
p w.,.rp notified hv the
,.., L
rape led th.a elchei jury will - m in Slflt.
any xn-.i- t
.
length of time,
. wie seriaie
S"-- l
fi
"r.TI .i
TZlZl
on to TTT
mem
in
crlfflt-.ecteawaiieu
The volUire Of business on the
purpote
rooms
of
committee
for
the
the
to cune before
nal tide ex
lo (hem the operation of
court ul lib melon is unusually small- exhibiting
Only
a
few
his magnetic telegraph.
In the case of the torrlpartlculari
senator responded, among them becase
n rawer
have i
lory. Thei
ing
Missouri.
F.
Linn
of
Senator Lewis
for in
rand Juiy from the city Professor
Morse showed his Invention
than for several session past and as and
detailed the method of Its opera-UoAlbuquerque usually furniahta the
The senatprs appeared Interestlargei pari of the criminal business
but during his explanations they
the court la llol likely to have much ed,
w it. bed him closely to detect evidencwork so far as criminal proceedings es
of mental derangement.
As they
are concerned.
Several Important matters are set left Professor Morse's presence each
for htaiing before the United States senator assured the other that he had
His
In Importance being tic no confidence In the Invention.
i ourt. duet'
Oaladonlan Ooal company' a suit for explanations had not removed their
damages against the Santa I'e rail skepticism. Soon after this Professor
road hi. h is now expected t" .i., .Morse made a very satisfactory test or
his Invention between Capitol hill and
10 trial al this session.
This was followed by
'I he United Si ii. s grand and petit Hladensburg.
let m art as fol- - the extension of the wire to Baltimore
Juries ret H- i- pre
I..WS
and an exploitation of the entire sue- t .i and Jumr.
.ess of the Invention. Previous to
:. L Brooke, Albuquerque, n. m.: this, however, Professor Morse
had
Bgntos Ortla preclncl '. Bernalillo prevailed upon contrail to appropri!
county; Abel Sandoval, precinct 17. ate $30.000 to enable him to carry out
Valencia county; Siiniii.ui Candelaria, his views concerning
his Invention.
preclnci 8 Bernalillo county; Maximo Money was never better appropriated
Q riego, precinct s. Bernalillo county! Within a very few years the Morse
Jacobo Aragón, pre inci to, Valencia system had been adopted by most of
county; Juan Ortla, precinct t;. Valen- the ..ninnies of the world, and Its In- cia county; Diego sum hez. Albuquerwas given nearly all the deco- R T. m Mullen, preclnci rations of continental
que, v i
Europe, besides
I, item ilill.i eiiiniH .lose (itero, I'""
ash testimonial of almost $100,000
cínel I, Valencia county; Fermín Tot by foreign countries, as honorary and
county. personal rewards.
ret, i
inct i;, valencia
Juan Oarcta, preclnci lo, Randovaál
Mora was a native of Charlestown,
county; Manuel Rodarte, precinct 4. Maga, He r at born In 1791, and was
.
llolllngbuty
Hun,
Hertiallllu
i.umu
son of Jededlah Morse, clergyman
Albuquerque, N. M, M trlanu l .uiiila and geographer, and who was known
rounty; Kiamls-- i as the father Of American geography.
36:
liernalillo After graduating from Yale college he
Albuquerque, N. determined
to be
painter, and in this
a, Albuquerque, dire,
M
I. ii'
lion he was talented, but his inN, M
Hugh J, Trotter. Albuqueniue,
of the telegraph prevented
If, M Daniel Chavea, precinct 17. Va- - vention
him from Indulging his original am-b- it
lends rounty; Peril lio Montoya. pre- -'
Ion.
Immediately after Professor
1.1.
In.
Ilernillllo county;
Mot te't tuccoaaful
invention became
county;
t
t.
in.
Sandoval
prei
Ulcero,
I vigorous effort was made by
Atnbroslo Hurule, preclnci It, Valen- - known
Bnglllh
publication!
to prove that the
ounty; ju m .lar.imiiio. preclnci I,
i.i
was not an American, but
Bernalillo county; John Balok, Ito-- telegraph
in F.nglish
Invention. The effort
inah. M. Kin ley unity.
pro d futile, Wheatsone, In England,
Petli Juror.
in Hnvarla, about the
pplonlo s in. he, urtclncl :!7. Valen- - j ind Stelnheil.
treat 1117, Invented telegraphs widely
da county; w. v, pall, Albuquerque
N. at.; Mariano Mlrafbel. precinct 10. Uttering from Morse's and from each
wneetetone i was very Info
Valencia county Jnse Marl. I. preclnci other,
nan- - riot, ind Stelnhell s was so compllcat
ii. v.iien. i., county; .i..se llamón
.1
be impracticable.
is
Stelnheil
che, precinct It, Valencia county. realisedlo this
when at n convention
Manuel suhtaar, precinct n. Ilcrnalllln
by
held
Saxony,
Prussia,
Austria.
county; Pablo flavaldon, precinct 9.
and Bavaria In isbi for the
Bernalillo county, m o'Laughlln, At
buquerque, N M Daniel Ourule, pre- purpote of determining upon a uniMdrae's III
Prank form system of
cinct 10; Valencia county;
Derrick, Albuquerque, N M
Pedro ttrutnent was adopted, upon the ad-ve of ItelnhOtl, who declared It lo
Duran, preclnci It Bernalillo county;
preclnci 4, Berna- be n eatly superior to all others. After
Modes!.) Ranche
this the English pretenders dropped
lillo county; Fred Scholle, precito I
Valencia county; Joi Leon Romero, into oblivion.
It lllreftdl In the United States
d
precinct 2S. Valencia county; Henon
the telegraph system seventeen
Romero, precinct 17. Valencia count-tv- .
year.
8.
M,
The first road constructed wus
Hahdoval, preclnci
Cornelia
Baodoval rounty; Juan otero. Qua an completad In 1X27. It was three miles
m Klniej count)
Esteban VelaaquM In length -- from the Qutnoy (Mass.)
pre, in, i ii. Valencia counly; ("rancla, granltt quarrie to the Neponset
:ir,. Bernltjlu
r and was used exclusively for
pn Ini
ii.:.- Ira
ci.
relght, Horses were the motive powcounty. Benjamin Montes, Vie, In. 12
Sandoval ountj (mudo Sahi he, pre- er,
the same year another horse-powe- r
road was built from the coal
clnci i Handoval county; Manual ai- i lego,
minea or Mauch chunk. Pa., to the
di idnci II. Valencia
deftf
f.
Lehigh river. I distance of nine miles
count) Joae s. s anches, precinct
Dealdeilo Hurule The first passenger railway built In
Valeie in count )
M
mo
irl
preclnci Id, Valen
aunt)
was the Baltimore and Ohio.
Amerli
otinty; It was begun July 4, 1X2K, and was
Bet ii titilo
iiavez, preclm t
111,
Itel llallllo completed, a distance of 44 miles. In
I
pi
.07. Arinllo
n
i
county Basilio Maitlnez. precinct
The Ural motive power on this
HándOVol COIinl)
Pedro (llego y Apo rottd was horses, bul :i sleam envina
B,
t
Bernalillo;
was placed n service in 1830. In this
ia ... preclm
ulero, pre In 'I Hi. Valen, la olinn ve.ir the Charleslon
anil II iml.nrCT
9.
Berna- road was started, and by October.
Pollcarplo A r ml Jo, preclnci
t
1.
ilnct
'
l&llegoe,
lillo count)
ISIS, it had 137 miles of track laid
Sandoval rounty: Blaa Lucero, pre and was the longest railroad In the
.ounty;
Jame
Bernalillo
clnct j.
world at that date. From this time
'ase. Albuquerque, tí. M.l Campo until the civil war. railway develop:. Bernalillo county. ment In the Unttad States was rapid.
Prutoao, preelti
C Young. Allni.iiei.Ue. N. M Frank The civil war almost stopped con-- f
AlbuiiieriUe. ,N. M.
B.
ii Hon for live years.
In 1H60 the
Tcrrilorlnl Juries.
mileage was but 32.996 miles; In
Jmtil
rltortal grand and
1X80 i Was 93,296 miles, and In 1890,
i follows;
13 240 miles. Today the total mlle-ig- Grand Juror,
Is 210.000 miles, and there
are
C.
precinct
i
'haves,
Jose
Ant.
betides, NO. 000 miles of second track
x
w.
J.
precinct
Mont..)
Antonio
ind
sidings.
The
railroad
mileage
of
2
F M Brain- - the United
Mi Quede, pn in.
States Is almost one-hanuse. pracinvi of
it
uril. precinct
the total mileage of the world. The
John total
'M: Stave Balling, p reel net
mlleag,. ,.f
orth America will
ii nial,.-- preclnci i.. Bumaldo M
soon be more than one. half of the
preclnci i; Charle Lawitr, prernlleagt Of the world. Texas leads
cinct l.'. Join. Mol.eiibaclier.
all the states and territories. Its mlle- I!; Teófilo Romero, precinct
ie is unofficially estimated at 12.000
1; Rmlllo At
II h Tilt. .n. pr clnct
a Illinois is a close second nnd
Lana, preclnci 4. Diego lanche, pre mil.
Pennsylvania ranks third. Iowa and
.'H.
Dan
preclnci
t
Anava.
9,
Juan
Hin
Ohio mine next, followed by Kansas.
E Dajrlaoo, precinct 1; Jisus Anuya
preclnci IS; Baqulpulo Romero, precinct I '! Henry Sprltig'4 precinct 3,r..
Adolfo Salas, precinct 34. Canillo LuS J. Bonsel, precinct
cero, precinct
preclnci 13;
IL; Fran. Is. o Chavea,
M
Rgymon Moya, preclnci 34; A
Love, precinct 21. Nat Ureeiic. pre.
( Ind
I.' Desiderio Montoy.i. pie, In
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TWENTY

Every bottle of Dr. Pierce's world-fame- d
medicines leaving tbe great laboratory at Buffalo. N Y has printed
upon Its wrapper all the ingredient
entering Into its composition. This fact
alone places Dr. Pierce's Family Medicines M a clanmill by thrmetre. They
cannot be classed with patent or secret
medicines because they are neither. This
Is why so many unprejudiced physicians
prescribe them ana recommend them to
their patients. They know what they
are composed of, and that the iugredieiiu
are those endorsed by the most emlneut
medical authorities.

PER. CENT

Railrcad

--

The further fact that neltber Dr.
Pierce's Lolden Medical Discovery, the
great stomach tonic, liver Invlgorator,
heart regulator and blood purllier. nor his
'
Favorite Prescription " for weak, overworked,

broken-down-

,

nervous

THE APRIL

We

make room for two cars of
new style Furniture, and, for the next
week, we will make special inducements
of TWENTY per cent discount for cash.

women,

contains any alcohol, ulso eutilles tbeu

to a place all by themselves.
Mativ years ago. Dr. Pierce discovered
iliat chemically pure glycerine, of proper
strength, Is a better solvent and preservative of the medicinal principles residing in our Indigenous, or natUe, medicinal plants than is alcohol: mid. further-mote- ,
that it possesses valuable medicinal
properties of its ow n, being demulcent,
nutritive, antiseptic, and a most eflicient

glance
bottle

potent

drug, as will be seen from a

Not

non-secr-

W. STRONG'S SONS

toft-COl-

FURNITURE
Crockery, Rugs, Etc.

Corner Second Street

(SL

Ki. v,

Copper Avenue

Colorado Phone 57
Michigan, New York, Missouri, Wis- Automatic ntotae 522.
consin and Indiana In the order
named. Missouri's mileage is esti&
mated at 8,000. From statistical recommerce
ports of the Interstate
commission in 1904 it was given at
of!
7,337 miles.
In 1900 the number
Albuquerque, New Mexico
3
railway employes of the United
West Silver Avenue.
States was 1,017,653, and at the presot
ent time the number Is estimated
n.
1,400,000, an Increase of nearly 300.-00The largest number of employes
come under the head of section hands,
J 5he R.IO GR.ANDE LUMBER. COMPANY
of which there are more thun 350,-00There are 160,000 station ugents
and station men. 145,000 conductors
Sash and Doors Paint and Glass
and other trainmen. 54,000 engineers,
67,000 firemen,
250,000
machinists
Contractors' Materials
and carpenters and other shopmen.
operators.
43.000
82.000 telegraph
general office clerks, 4,900 general ofBoth Phones
lAKUVMir,
ficers, 5.300 other officers and more
Rethan 200.000 other employes.
ports of the Interstate commerce commission show the average dally compensation of all classes of railroad labor had been steadily Increasing during the past several years.
YOU'RE ix TOUR OWN E4GHT.
The first electrical railroad In the
United States to be successfully opWhen you use anything less good
erated was bult at Richmond. Va., In
than electric light for the Illuminaothby
1887.
was
ijuickly followed
It
tion of your home, your office,
ers nnd by the end of 1888 there were
y.uir store, your carriage, your
150 miles in operation In the United
signs. We would like to tell you
why, to show you plans, estimates,
States and Canada. By 1892 these had
fixtures, and all else for electric
lit! reused to 450 roads with more than
3.000 miles of trackage on which were
illumiiiatii.il.
operated 6,000 cars. In 1897 there
were 15,000 miles of street railway In
AM) DYNAMOS
MOTORS
for
the United States, 90 per cent of
ever every industrial service.
by electricity
which were operated
and the other ten per cent making
Agents t'.eneral Electric Co., and
preparations to discard their cable or
Crocker-Wheele- r
Co.
horse power systems for that of electricity. Since 1897 the development
of electrical railway construction has
!.'( us estimate on your rt'qiilrPinents
surpassed that of steam railways. In
the building of Interurban lines Indi-inThe
Electric & Construction Co.
Ohio and New York have led, but
ither states, notably Illinois, Iowa,
Wisconsin and several others, promise to catch them In the race. The
interurban lines have resulted in decreasing the cost of traveling between
thousands of points in the states
The Vice

PATTERSON

MUR.PHY

Livery and Boarding Stables

311-31-

,.

44o.'J-

.n.

1

1J

a.

Southwestern

Eyeglass

nt med.

NATURE

7rfr

spxbes

The Stricken Hose
tirlcf.
What a fortunate provision of nature It Is, that deprives the rose of
mental suffering: for how poignant
would b Its grief to discover. In the
hcleht of its blooming glory, that a
canker fed at Its heart, and that its
héauty nnd fragrance were doomed
forever. Nature always spares the
(UlTerliig; she is a veritahle
storehouse of pleasing rewards, for those
who seek her aid. In the years gone
by falling hair and grayness have cast
gloom over the lives of thousands of
young women, hut thanks to the investigations of scientists the true
ause of hair destruction is now
known to he a germ or parasite that
burrows Into the hair follicles. New- bro's Herbicide absolutely destroy Bye Tested.
jthls germ, thus permitting the hair to
grow ns nature intended.
hy
Sold
leading druggists Send 10c. In stamps
for sample to The Herplclde CO., De- The
St.
troit, Mleh. P.. H Hrlggs & Co special agents.

We will be glad to show you
the advantages of this mounting
If you will call on us.

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

l or
picture framing
comer's Hook Store.

go

to

Befar you buy a piano, we
ll rd & I.lndemanii about It.

GOLD AVEJfUB.

FOR

New Choice Liquors Served. A Good Place
mSI
to while awav the weary
I .on ro-

If you need a carpenter telephone
Hesaelden. Auto Phono rH0.

All

Glae

We Curry No Nlwk of Jewelry.

Elmo Sample and
Club Rooms

I

hour.

the Popular Games. Keno every
Monday, Thursday and Saturday
Nights.

joseph

120 W. Railroad Ave.

BAitNErr

c

AND

ON SALE.

i

or

per yard, gl.25.

Swiss Taffeta In glace effects with new hairline stripes, is shown
In all the newest shades. Including the new rose, Alice blue, reseda
and ' queen s Gray." This Is a soft, beautiful texture and very refined in appearance, per yard, $1.00 ami Si. 25.
Pine French Faconno Rayes, in the newest shades. Two colors
Combined, stub as brown and tan, through which is woven a spray
of flower. A charming shirtwaist suit silk, 21 inches wide, at $1.00
ami $1.2." a yard.
chiflón Taffetas, 21 Inches wide, in all colors, either plain or
changeable, one of the best wearing taffetas made, per yard, $1.00.

Exhibit of Spring Hats
Our dlsplav of Millinery Is reminiscent of spring. Bach day we
bring forth many new creations In pretty Street and Walking Hats,
and our showing of Dress nnd Even
Dainty
ing Hats is very extensive.
shades of old rose nnd forget-me-nblue are among the pretlest colors
shown.
The sailor shapes are still prominent,
trimmed In a variety of styles, and
Hats find ready favor
chic turned-u- p
tlURI and .lark I'lcli shades.
in
For Immediate wear nothing I prettier than these later, among which
the Turban Is often seen. Others of
Leghorn, (Neapolitan and fnncy straw
braid, have quill, ribbon knots and
flowers to lend the note of Individuality always found In our millinery.
ot

Prices $2 to $9
and upw ards

White Waists for......$1.45
Department
This pricing Is Just what you cun find In our Waist
very day This special we mention ehere Is one of extraordinary
un- merit simply because the waists are excellent values and very India
of
fine
nicely
made
They're
price
asked.
union lor the
l,awn and handsomely trimmed with Swiss embroidery.

odeis

Women's Skirts;

make
The new Ideas In women's skirts and the special offerings Influthe March sale a success hard to say which has the greater
nut this Is certainly u good time to purchase, as many of the
ei
models now shown will not in ull probability be duplicated, of the
features Of tne new moueis uiv
most pronounced are the draped
circular effects audi he extra wide
Parisian nlults.
Catchy New Serge Skirts at
excellent
$8.50 Skirts made of
quality serge, In extremely full
model;
cluster
gon-circular
plaited front; two rows of wide
d
folds; panel box
plait front and back. Price, $K,50.
Ilaiidsonic New Mixture Skirts
nl $.50 Women's skirts made of
the new Rugby mixtures; In grace
fully hanging, flare effect; handdouble Insomely
verted plait back; a splendid garment for street wear, and an unusually good burgain at the special sale price of $6.50.
New K.iigllsli Panama Skirls
at $11.50 Skirts In the Parisian
model, made tf
plaited circular
Kngllsh Panama! very gracefully
hanging effect. Handsomely tail
d
folds; panel box plait front
ored and trimmed with
and back; an excellent value, at the special bargain price of $11.50.
tallor-stltche-

i

.

IN

tailor-stltcbe-

conquered the eyeglass
rearers for Its stay-o- n qualities.
Has

Ill

IS

-

new
It would be Impossible to adequately describe all of the
Style in silks, but most of the newest silks have woven floral and
and checks of tne
other designs on a background of hnlrllne stripeseffective,
or again,
same color, and the result Is very novel and
black changeable or black and gray with tinted flowers and leaves,
Interwoven with cross bars and checks, form a ehlc ensemble.
Jacquard Taffetas, 21 inches wide, beautifully woven designs on
small even checks. In red and white, blue and white and green and
Very exclusive, per yard, gl,2.r.
Fm
white.
in a small checked
silk Is represent
A beautiful
best
the
in
with satin graduated bars which form a plaid effect,
.
colors, per yard, $.12S.
.
1
new hairline stripe Taffeta on a white ground, 20 inches wide,
Very pretty, per
has light colored embroidered dots at intervals.
yard, $1.00.
.v
Hlack and White Glace Taffeta, barred with stripes of white and
black, and beautiful wnrp printed designs interwoven Is one of the
newest and most approved silks. The effect Is one light In steel

con-

0.

DELINEATOR

t-

Showing of the New Effects for
the Spring and Summer Season

habit-foniiin-

tO cure.
only do physicians prescribe the
aisAe.
medicines largely, but
the most intelligent people em plot them
people who would not think of using
the ordinary patent, or secret medicines.
Every ingredient entering into the composition of Dr. Pierce's medicines has
the strongest kind of an endorsement
from leading medical writers of the
several schools of practice.
No other
medicines put up for like purpose, has
any tuch proftMlonal endorsement.
Ur. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure constipation. Constipation Is the cause of
many diseases. Cure the cause and you
cure the disease. One " Pellet." is a geiitle
laxative, and two a mild cathartic. Druggists sell them, and nothing Is "just as
good." Easy to take as candy.

A. f3l Third J

The New 1906 Silks

at the formula printed on each
w rapper.
They are, safe to use and

pre-ofn-

.

evish to

tntlferment

Neither of the above medicines
tains alcohol, or any harmful,

1$, 1806.

Maw.--

The Store of Quality- -

,

,

Monday.

Adjusted

SALE

tallor-stltche-

SEE OUR NEW LACE JACKETS

Hack Minorca. Plymouth

Rock mid

Ithode Island

Hcd Kgtfs:

$1

D. KLUMPP,

mt

1006 South Edith St

'B.IÍfeídíLCo
5

13.

I'elll .luriir.
Fran. Isc.i Duran, precinct 13; War- ,
ren CI ra ham, preelnct II: J. A. H.r-ionpreclnci Id; J. F Sulcer, preclnci'l ie 1.. precinct :'R; BplfanIS; C.
10 ftarcla. prolncl IS; James B. Nlpp.
precinct I; I) S BUM. pre. lint 13; II
11
Brigg. preclnci 12: Cluadalupe
Uarcla. preclnci II: D. H. BOStTlght,
arela,
precinct '.'fi; Antonia J
36; It F lister, precinct It:
Frank Quler. preclnci "fi; Jissle I. ..
Is, preclnci 13 .1 W Milliard, precinct
21; Vicente Arias, preclnci II: J. i.
Hell, precinct 11.'; Frank Daniels, precinct r, Thomas Seward, precinct It,
I). A. Blttner. precinct 2; A. HarsCh.
preclnci 26: Hocllo Apo. laca. pre. Ul
34; Frank Little, precinct 23. Tlbuclo
Marline, preclnci ' A .Ionian, precinct 12: Apollno larda, precinct 14:
Thomas Welsh, preclnci II; Roman
MUntoya. precinct X. Andres Hancher..
precinct 4. 'andido Jarcia, precinct
35; Jose P (arda, precinct 13; Luke
Walsh, precinct 12; Prlmatavo Mt-ge- r.
precinct II; L F Malts, preclnci
Thomas Pratt, precinct If.
V

Winds will whistle for weeks yet
Have you

pre-illi-

Ours

a

fretfl overcoat for tricky Spring''

Sttin Block) fit with striking style.

Overcoats

$12.50, $15.00, $18.00 and $20.00.

New Shoes for

;

fords

SpringNobby

styles in new

ox-

$3.50, $4.00 and $5.00

Both tan and patents.

i;

Mr. Rochrlg. the well known dressmaker who formerly conducted an establishment In this city, haa returned
to Albuquerque and announce that
dreaemaklng prlors
he will
over the Pout Hardware Co., on Monday next. Mrs. Boehrlg I well known
in Albuquerque and will undoubtedly
have a large patronage In her new
re-op-

119

West Gold Ave.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

122 So.

Second St.

Monday. March
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You May Buy or You May WaJt
But Things MUST C ome Ovir

Wy!

YOU Msly Think We Are SPECULATING-W- E

RAfforvKA-

-

You Will Hcvve Tof Also!

Know We Ha.ve

"GOOD THING"

9 That

we can afford to wait, but you cannot; in growing cities, the best residences are seldom built on the lowlands.
soje owncrs 0f the only Heights overlooking the center of the city and which, covering over fifty
wc are
square blocks, are but eight blocks distant from the heart of the business district. fj That, having held this tract intact for years,
we are now offer.ng it for residence purposes only, and that our deeds will exclude, for all time, all Factories, Stores, Saloons,
Boarding Houses, etc.
That we are expending in improvements over $50,000 and two year's work, and,
at our own expense, are grading the lots and streets, building cement walks and planting trees.
That we own our
own water plant and will furnish you, from deep wells, an ample supply of soft water at a price lower than the
present rates.
That the entire tract will be graded to a gentle slope, permitting to everv residence the Best of DrainTerraces, and a Magnificent View of the Mountains, Mesa, City and Valley.
Low
Broad,
age,
That here you are
above the dust and the dirt or mud, the smoke and the noise of less favored localities, ij Remember, that the

fji

--

jj

Natural Advantages We Had We Made the Artificial
That Silver Avenue, and its adjacent blocks, the only street now ready, the Cream of the Entire Addition, will be the Finest in AH New Mexico or Arizona
That beginning at one park and ending at another and also parked on both sides throughout its entire length, it is a boulevard eighty feet broad, lying on the crest of the
building line is imposed; that the lots are only sold in sites of 100x132 feet; that no dwellings may cost
highest ground in the tract. That on this avenue a thirty-foo- t
less than $4000, and that the purchaser insures to himself and his heirs his home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such surroundings. That the
sixty sites on this avenue are so advantageously situated that nothing similar can ever again be offered in the City of Albuquerque.
Also, Remember

i

That the Majority of the Directors of this Company Have Bought Here and Expect to Build at Once.

GO UP AND SEE!

THEN SIT DOWN AND R.EASON!

The Terrace Addition Improvement Co
M. P. Stamm,

Secretary and Selling Agent

ONE HUNDRED MILLIONS INVESTED
IN SUMMER AMUSEMENT RESORTS
If anyone should tell yon that the
Investment In the summer amusement
parkl throughout the United Stati s
for the year of 1900 will exceed
ymi would be inclined to think
the estimate an extravagant one. Yet
that figure is asserted to be a fairly
true estimate of the cost of this one
form of recreation, by the Billboard, i
weekly publication devoted in part to
the Interests of park managers, and
which gives considerable space to the
subject in its handsomely printed spec
rial edition for March 17.
To prove Its estimad the Billboard
gels together nn array of facts on the
subject of amusement parks that are
as Interesting as they are astonishing
to any but those who happen to be
in close touch with the park business.
To quote this authority there are
parks" recreation
"traction
parks owned or controlled by street
railway companies; there are 500 Independent parks those In which the
traction companies have no direct Interest, and an unknown number of
"gardens," "piers," "benches" and
("groves" of a more or less permanent
character.
This category does not Include the
great popular and fashionable resorts
such as Coney Island. Atlantic City.
Long Branch, and others on the east
coast, or Long Beach on the west
coast, because those resorts have a
Certain permanency that entitles them
more
than
to rank as something
mere places of amusement.
The "park" In question opens its
gates with the first balmy eve In May
.and folds Its tents and puts up Its
$100,-nno.OO- fl

BUT TWO MORE DAYS REMAIN
IN WHICH

TO REGISTER

At the regular meeting of the city
council which will be held tonight the
judges of election and the clerks fOl
the several wards for the coming el'y
olectlon will be named by Mayor
and submitted for the approval
This action wilt
of the city council.
complete the routine work In preparation for the city election which naw
promises to have an element of
Interest In a political way
aside from the two bond Issues WhlOtl
will be submitted to the people at
Mc-Ke- e

ln

time.
tick'
The effort for a
is still continuing In both parties, but
have
movement
of
the
the friends
found l good' many difficulties In t:ie
reaching of Kit agreement, which '
satisfactory to both sides and the r
non-partis-

.

doubt
both parties are
actively engaged In a canvass of the
wards, several canvassers having been
out for the past week In the Interest
of each party.
The registration thus far has been
unusually light In all wards, but a.'
three days remain In which the regular registration books will be open,
it is expected that the next three da
registration
for the
will be busy
boards.
Rvery voter should remember that
he cannot vole unless he Is registered
and that he must register and vote In
the ward where he Is accustomed to
sleep, the law holding that to be his
home. The places of registration are
as follows:
Washburn's clothFirst Ward, K.
ing store. South Second street.
bottling
Harsch
Second Ward.
works. South First street.
bicycle
store.
Third Ward. Johnson's
South Second street
store,
book
Matson's
Fourth Ward.
West Railroad avenue.
suit

Is

somewhat

in

In the meantime

L-5-

shutters at the slightest suggestion of
frost In autumn.
summer amusement
The popular
park Is a distinctly modern Institution,
and did not happen until as late .is
ten years back when the "trolley line"
began to look about for something to
in the
produce dividends
smaller
towns
Packed by the "trolley lines"
the "traction parks" were instituted.
Built near the towns; sometimes on a
lake, if there was one, or on a river,
but as often in a grove where the tlr- ed masses were glad to go to escape
the hot summer evenings in the town.
These resorts have since been given
more pretentious names.
The first park of this character ;s
believed to have been located near
Hiawatha Park It then
Akron. Ohio
was, but Is now known as Silver Lake
Park The experiment was sufficiently successful to encourage other street
railway companies to Invest In parks,
until now almost every city of 5,000
population and over boasts of Its
"park." or shares the distinction with
a neighboring town.
The Initial cost of one of these
"traction parks" ranges from $10,000
to $.'00,000, and in some few Instance),
more than $1,000.000.
This estimate.
In most cases, does not Include land
values, for most parks are built on
Much of the Initial
leased ground.
eust Is entailed by the development of
landscape effects when not already
provided by nature.
Even when natural effects do exist, they have to he
adapted to the purposes of the park
at great cost, sometimes. In this way

thousands of dollars go for lakes and
lagoons, for what park would be pom-- plete
Ithout them
Substantial summer theatres anil
hotels, of
construction are
expensive, but Receissary adjuncts to a
'complete pnrk. These call for more
come the roller
'thousands. Then
coasters at a Drtcn as high as $10.ooo,
water chutes up to $10.000 and a
score of Other wonderful special fea-- ,
tures, without somo of which a park
la hopelessly behind the times, and
which cost equally as much.
The park manager of today seeks to
provide his patrons with the greatest
variety of amusement fea tit res possible.
The famous "Midway" of the World"s
Fair Columbian Exposition at Chicago
did not provide more than is now offered by some of the More pretentious
amusement parks. If anything, the
latter excel the "Midway" In that their
fixed features arc of a more permanent character.
Supplementing the many permanent
attractions are numerous concessions
supplied by persons who have their
own outfits, ami uno pay a percentage
of their receipts, or a ground rent,
for the privilege Of operating within
the park grounds These features inmovclude portable
ing picture shows, tintype galleries,
shows,
monstrosity
fortune
freak and
tellers, cane racks, glass blowers, wire
workers, dealers III souvenir novelties
and numerous oilier devices calculated to catch the nimble nickel.
Some of these privilege
features
'represent a considerable Investment
It Is easy to put $2,000 Into a moving
and
picture outfit
their variations known as the "Ocean
Wave." "Raz.le Dazzle," "Gondolas,"
"Flying Jennies," "Carousels," etc.,
art built more or less elaborixtely. The
finest examples titled with mirrors,
tiro-pro- of

merry-go-round-

s,

Merry-go-roun-

polished brass trimmings, large orchestrions and cars finely Upholstered
uid decorated with gold leaf, with
electric motors for jiowcr, have cost
as much as $15.000.
The lavish expenditure of money by
park owners and concessionaries is by
no means B press agent's dream it la
true. The motto Is "get the very best,
get the most attractive."
It is the
only way to catch the public patron-

addresses by President Roosevelt. M.
Jusserand, the Franch ambassador;
llenera Porter formerly United State
iinbissador to Franco, and Governor
Wa rile Id Of Maryland. Secretary Bonaparte will preside and introduce the
speakers.
In addition to the French ambassador and his suite, Fritn e will be represented by a squadron of warships
specially detailed for the purpose, and
age.
the United States navy will be repre-setile- d
bv I'he battleship quadron comAnother consideration that increases the cost of construction is the safemanded hy Bear Admiral Bradford,
ty of the public.
Every amusement both of which are attached to the Atfeature must be built not only to be lantic Meet, commanded by Bear Adstrong and secure against accident, miral Evans. It being purely a naval
but to look strong as well. It is not function, no United States troops will
he present.
enough to tell the public that the
Is safe H must look safe.
Consequently these devices are built
Willi pistol VXD K.XIFE.
of the heal material and braced in every COriCSlvafelf manner. One serious OfHcera of litter in Sale nina
hiyed Panic In Steerage.
accident would ruin a park for several seasons, wiping out the entire
New York. Mar. Is. A terrifying
as completely as though it experience
at teg was resorted by the
hail been destroyed by fire.
Officers of the French liner Hudson,
which has arrived here.
FINAL INTERMENT OF LATE
a storm Friday 33d steerJOHN PAUL JONES ageDuring
passengers became panic stricken
Frame Will Be Represented at IJab- - avd were quieted only after the cip-taland first officer had threatened
oratc ( ercmonics.
them with revolver and knife. The
Washington.
Mur.
IS. Secretary barometer fell rapidly until
the fluid
Bonaparte Is busily occupied at pros in the tube disappeared from view,
out In perfecting arrangements for the and a terrlffle gale rolled up great
ceremonies attending the final Inter-- j seas. When the storm was at its
ment of the remains of Commodore worst the steerage passengers became
John Paul Jones at the naval acade-m- panic stricken, and sought to go on
on Saturday. April II, next. Imi- - deck, insisting that If they must die
tatlons to attend will be Issued to the they wanted to meet death In the
presiden! and cabinet, the congress open.
and other leading officials of the gov- The stewardess and minor officials
eminent, officers of the army, naw lost control and Captain Juham and
and marine corps to the principal of-- j First Officer Mehausas hurried to the
(leers of the patriotic societies of the steerage and attempted to naclfy the
country and to the members of the people. First they assured them that
French embassy In this city.
there was no danger, then threatened
The program of exercises Includes them, and finally drew revolvers and
I

roller-co-

aster

n

y

knives and threatened to use them
unless the passengers became quiet,
order finally was restored, and the
storm abated.
Captain Juham said the storm while
it lasted was the most severo ho ever
saw in his thirty years' experience
at sea.

now

Found it Hard to
shake Off.
bear, harder to get rig of,

Hard to
Is any itching skin complaint.

Eciema or Itching Piles.
in. m's Ointment relieves anil our,
All itchiness of the akin.
Albuquerquo people endorse Ibis
statement:
A. M. Whltcomb, nurseryman, corner Eighth and Tijeras Streets, says;
in my estimation there is no ointment
for the purpose that It Is used that can
equal Doan's. There was a spot below
my knee which annoyed me for ten
years. Fnllke eczema It did not spread
out, but at times It Itched so exasper- atlngiy, particularly after I went to
bod or sat by the atove, that I scratch-- i
ed It until It smarted
before relief
came. I tried every salve and ointment
I came across; when one did not help
1 bought
another and applied It. Ro.el-jlnabout Doan's Ointment Induced
me to go to a local druggist for
B
box. In a few days the ltchincbs
(ceased and the life of the part effect-jewas killed for up to date, and it is
now over six months since I stopped
thS use of the salve; there has not
been a symptom of its appearance."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MllbuCo., Buffalo,
N. Y., sole agents for the United
Slates.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
I

GOLD COIN FLOUR

1

Lest you forget, there will be free
lunch In the White Elephant on 8a
urday evening. Don't miss It.

--

Don't Be Deceived.
or forms of ruling or punching cannot be patented. We will duplicate any Job of pedal ruling or
punching you may want for your loose
leaf system.
Co.
H. S. IJthgow
Journal Building
Bookbinders.

The best

is always

the cheapest.
is the best.

Gold Coin Flour

Style

Remember a pian should last a
lifetime. That Is one reason why it
liays to Investigate and examine our
large and varied assortment of high
grade planos. We are always glad In
show our stock, een If you are not
See Iciiriianl
ready to buy.
n.

Fashionable Millinery to suit all
occasions and all purses at the

nla STICKS.

Albuquerque lias

GOLD COIN FLOUR

g

d
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open river.
All informants agree that It is a
gasoline launch of high horse power
and capable of distancing most of the
boats on the river. On the night of
January 19 it tied up in front of New
Madrid. Several persons saw it and
saw the crew, but boats of Its type
are so much used by fishermen and
sportsmen that It did not attract any
very great attention.
That night the
New Madrid postoffice was entered by
the burglars. The thieves blew open
the safe with
and got
$25.
The next morning the strange
launch was missing. No one know
where It had gone. The townspeople
put two and two together and ascer-tallie- d
that this same mysterious craft
had as mysteriously come and .gone
on Christmas night when the safe of
Harry Judge's store was blow n open
and 70 taken.
The discovery made at New Madrid
was received with a great deal of
credulity at Point I leas int. Steward
and other river towns, where burglars
have been at work this winter. The
craft did not always come in as bold- -'
ly as it did at New Madrid, where
many persons saw it. Csually it slipped in when the town was asleep, and
Its visit would not have been witnessed had it not been for some wakeful flshwile or some llsherman getting
out In the early morning to run his
nets. In some cases only the tell tale
of the motor betrayed the
presence of the craft.
The discovery has cleared a great
many down-rive- r
mysteries.
It was observed at some of the In- land towns that the retreat was not
toward the nearest railroad but to- ward the river. Why the chase led
ton nd the river has now become oh- vtoUE
The pirates had their craft
awaiting them there, and just as soon
as they threw the booty aboard and
shoved off they were reasonably free
from danger. The night covered
them, and the sftlift power boat left
no tracks.
There Is an alarming stale of afTair
down the river, and the alarm doe
ROI alíale.
There is not a week without its hank robberies in that section,
nor has there been any without them
since the beginning of winter. It is
a fair estimate that within a hundred
mile radius of New Madrid there have
been flftv safe blowings within the
lest ninety days.
In some Instances
the pirates have reaped a rich har-res- t;
In others they have got little or
nothing, They have chiefly confined
themselves to very small places. New
Madrid being the metropolis of their
field of endeavor.
In early days the swamps of the
lower river were infested with pirates.
They were much feared by the early
navigators,
and
merchants
who
brought goods to St. Louis from New
Orleans in those days always kept an
eye out and I
loaded for
the swamp pirates of
the sunken
lands. Oftentimes there was a pitched battle, and eventually the defensive measures taken by the merchants
so Increased the hazards
of piracy
that the thieves withdrew to greener
pastures.
I

II

DOUBTFUL OF

It were useless to do anything more
look out for the boat upon the

'than

COLONEL BIRD IS

FINAL OUTCOME

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYAHLIi IN ADVAifC

Jl'ERSO;AI.i

Fears

Editor

We

May Be Led Out.
SAYS

THERE

IS

HOPE

NO

FOR SEPARATE

STATEHOOD

Colonel Allan T. Blnl. editor ami
of the Nogales Oasis, ut
Vrlxona. was In Albuquerque for

tnr

No-gat-

i"( hour last night returning from
Washington, where ii has been for
several weeks past In the. Interest of
for Arizona and New MexiStateh
co
'ol. Mlr'l is and lias been a consistent idvocate of Joint tatehood for
the two territories, rathei lhan remain cut f the union forever and
has worked for the passag "f the
Hamilton bill both peisoitally and
through hi newspaper since the Join;
I

CUalehood

plan

ras proposed

The Arltona editor has luk n lb"
position throughout that the corporaif Arlaona are afraid In allow
tion
tti question if Jolnl
laten od to
come before th" people of !!
t
on
modern, clean slate cun- Rtltatlon, holding thai the
pie of
t'"th territories would gladly accept
ll" fears, how
su' h a Constitution
ever, that the corporations have won
their fight and that Ih people of Xe
Mexico and Alisons will have no op
pgttuntty to vote on a constitution
"When I left Washington," sat '
lerrl-tnrie-

Colonel Bird last night, "ih Imprcr-Hh.seemed to be thai the bill a
Amended by tit senate omitting New
Mexico and Arlsona had a fair hanci
of passage, for although Speaker Cannon is standing absolutely Arm and
vhiie there
no
11 have been
"m
hanae in the attitude of the maorlt)
in the house,
the most powerful
pressure is being brought to bear for
t&a admission of Oklahoma the Injustice or kepioK that territory out la re- OOgnlSed and
since It is a foregone
Ognclusinn that any hut Joint
is Impossible for Xea
Mealc
uud Ariin. those territories ma) t
"
qukUly left out
"But the proposition will recur
again in the nest congress for statehood for the two territories as on.

vt

:

.it.-hood

Separate statehood

state.

is Impossi-

ble. Powerful as are the corporation
Influences which rule the senate, and
which art lighting joint statehood fot
t hterritories, hey are no stronger than
the Influence of the sentiment of the
eastern stale... which holds thai ihere
shall nol
fom lenators from New
Mexico ami Arizona which combined
have not the population "f many cities. I have been for the pasi few days
Visiting In various cities in Ohio ami
Illinois In Columbus
discus
ed siati hood with many
promlnenl
A great many of these nun arc
men
httterlv aroused by the uttltude
if
Senator Potaker, both on the statehood question and the rate question,
So far ta statehood - r
rned, the
favoi joint statehood, bul they will
not hear of separate slateh
one
t
said to mo 'We have more peohm
ple in this city than you have In all
of Atizona, why should we allow you
two fnitci states setts tors when we
have only s very small interest in the
same number?1
I met
And so th- - sentiment runs
b prominent republican
in Chicago,
who explained to m hli opposition to
separate statehood for Prisons
vmi think.' he
ild 'th il with more
people in my ward lhan you have In
v' liona th
going to support
sou in a demand for two senators
when an equal numbei of people In
Chicago have no such representation
That is tk Influence sgalnsl sepárate
statehood and It Is growing stronger
en the inn- - Instese "f weaker. m
that I nni mors tirmly convinced thi
that tin ,,,,c chain e of the two
territories Is to coma iu as a siii(;l
t

i

i

.

I

I

hug-chu-

I

of

NEAR

Furniture. Pianos. Organs. Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels: also on
salaries and warehouse receipts, as
low as $10.00
id as high as $200.00.
Loans are auickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one
year given. Goods to remain In your
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
LOAN CO..
THE HOUSEHOLD
Rooms 3 -- nd 4. Grant Bid.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
.t05 West ttellroadAvcniie.

is about the most popular event of the week in
Albuquerque. And the reason is not hard to find.
A bargain day at the Globe Store is a day of real

bargains

n j fake about it.

For

m

we will endeavor to interest the housewives of the city in

Linen, tluck and Cotton Towels

six-roo- m

The goods that will be placed on sale that day are not the cheap,
shoddy stuff that is manufactured for such occasions, and usually used
by dealers to put on special sale, but will be taken from our regular
stock. From 9 o'clock in the morning until 5 o'clock in the evening
all towels listed will be sold at the prices given below, before and after
these hours they will be sold to no one except at the regular retail prices.
I, oí

MILLIONS

Enormous Growth or the Industry in
Past Three Years,
Men fork, Mai. is.
Prom the íes-- ,
Umony being given In the Sidden suit
some startling ligures regarding
the
manufacture and sale of automobiles
in this
ountry have been obtained.
These statistics, of unsual interest,
have come out In the latent litigation
against manufacturers, dealers, and
users oí the Seidell patent, which Is
Claimed to he n fundamental patent
on automobile. The plaintiff is the
Blectrlc Vehicle Co, The fads wars
brought out when President M. J.
Budlong was nut on the stand to teg

Unbleached,
regular

i

honey-com-

price

b
U

Towels,
fnr Jác,

tx :;
sate
3 for lllc
l'

flood buck Towels, red borders at ends.
mí.cs 14x22, fringed ends, sale price cub..

Lo) I

l.iil

Lot

,v

Linen crash hand Towels.
red and
while check With fringed ends, sale price
.V'
eat II

Lot

dot

::

Fine buck Towels, size 15x28, red bor.'. for 95c
der al i nds. sale price
"i

Lol

ii

Bleached Turkish Towels, size

sale prive

for

I

--

.V

fancy
Half bleached Turkish Towels,
Lot
borders, always sold fur 2,'ic each, sale
2 for S3
price
Bleached Turkish Towels, size L'JxSS,
regular price 80c and u.'ic each, sale price

,

Ma,

i

Towels,

2tx44;
heavy and durable, regular price 85c each,
fór this sale only
J f,,v

-.

connection mention may be made of
the large line of drawnwork carried.
These goods come in Mexican, Japanese,
and American work, and are priced Iu
keeping With the 'towels, n the StOCk arc
many beautiful pieces that are adapted to
the various uses of dining room and bed
room requirements, ami will well repay
for the trouble of examination.

7

.

Id Unbleached Turkish

.size

(hifl

In

Ixaii.

1

buck Towels,
roxular price

heni-ititche- d,

.

Lot

Extra line linen
unbleached,
sale price

x 11.

addition to the above numbers wo desire to
call especial attention to our complete lino
of line linen Towels, with colored,
and drawn work borders, prices
ranging from, each
25c to $1.00

Iii

Bleached hucb Towels, sise 7 x i three
red stripes at each end, sale price e, nil.. 0c

i

!l
2

1

tlfy,
The figures show that from January
1. 1903. to January I, 1906,
there were

Lot I

ÜOc

from $900 to $25,000. T. L. McSpail-de300 S. Broad way.
tf
FOR BALE OR TRADE Two morning houses. T. li. McSpadden. 300 S.

Broadway.
FOR SALE OR TRADE. Are you
interested in mines. I have some said
to be good deals. Talk with me. T.
tf
L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broadway.
FOR SALE Í have some good values In reslder.ee property. See me before you buy. T. L. McSpadden, 300
tf
South BroaJway.
1111,1'
WANTKI.
MALE
competent
house
WANTED A
painter, call at 802 S. Walte
in 20
Salesman, competent,!
WANTED
for men's furnishing and shoe
must be able to wait on'
Spanish trade. Only experienced need
apply. Address, giving references, P.

1

The days are gradually growing warmer, and we are reminded that in

'

a shor time the torrid days will be here. Torrid days require mighty
thin underwear and this is going to be a mighty good time to buy

111

1

MEN'S

I

UNDERWEAR

SUMMER

tyednesday, March II, beglnlng at it o'clock.
we will place on sale at special prices, a comto convince
plete Una of these goods, and
prospective buyers thai we are offering real
bargains, quote tht following prices;
BII Man's Fine Derby ltibbed Shirts ami
Drawers, salmon color, ail sizes; these
goods an- regular goc value, bur will be
St4jO
sold lor SfJc tin- suit or per garment
.

.

1

I

No.

'," .Men's Kin,' Jersey Ribbed Shirts and
Drawers,
ecru in color, regular He
gOOdSi

1

per garment

Men's Balbliggafl Shirts and DrawáOc
ers, blue in color, all sizes; regular

No.

"HI

11

garments, sale price per garment
So.

w--

Men's Balbriggan Shirts and
ers, black, all sizes, regular 50c garments,
ile pine per garment
2ftc
Draw-

Men's. lne Balbriggan

shirts

Drawers, ecru in color, regular
ments, ..iie price, per garment

-

Mc

SV1

'.'lie

Chi-hes-

BOc

ami
;ijjc
It

Kine French llalhrlgn.ui Shirts and
Drawers, ecru in color; well made gar
menta nicely finished ami always sold for
i.'ii

each, sale price, per garment

IOr

.

.Men's very tine Whit" Lisle Thread
Shirts and Drawers: Strictly first class in
every particular and good enough for any
one to wear; usually sold for 11,(0 per
X.'iU

garment, our price
yi.uo
Men's white i, ism Thread Union
id
Butte; full fashioned, best of gntth ami
trimlmngs; the most comfortable garment
lor warm weather made; Worth 11.71 per
suit, our price
Hjn
may seem a little early In buy this goods, hut
al the prices named, money can he made by
buying at Ibis time and putting the gu regen I
BWay until Ihey ate i
led,

No.

gar-

HI

I

Men's Fancy Cray Malbrlggan Shirts
and Drawers, well made and nicely llnish-ed- ,
always sold for But- per garment, sale
price
Ilk'
Men's White n.ilbriggan Shirts and
No. Mi.",
Drawers, very line and beautifully finished; goods of Hie smile grade are sold by
Other dealers fot Tac per garment, our
price
50o
No. 141
Men's Fine White liall iggali Shirts
and Draws, silk l mimical; an ciegan! garper
ment and worth
our
price
7.K..
No. 111

I

LV

e

.

,

''irh

WANTED On Salary. Tr you are
energetic, intelligent and have a clean
record you can make good money as
.
a solicitor
on a rapid selling
Address C. B. H., Morning
tf
Journal.
(V ANTED
Bookkeeper, state experience. Address 1'. O. Box 333.
Laborers, native and
WANTED
white, and all trades
supplied With
help on short notice. Also domestic
servants Abraham's Employment of-- I
S.
flee, 31,
Automatic
First st.
'phone 290.
tf
propo-gUton-

1

I

O. Box 234.

wan'i:ei..
Experienced maker

arid
ANTED
apprentice girls. Madams Steward
Lamb,
14 s. second st.
'f
w a n T i : D TO EXCH a Si : E - New
money for furniture and household
W

i

goods.

118

W. Gold.

Bargains like the above can only be found at the store under the

11

BIG GLOBE SIGN

fit---

1

on West Railroad avenue the store of reliability, quality
and one price everything marked in plam figures at the
price anyone can buy, for man, woman or child ycur money

'

w

I

r oí i,,.,

UPVIIT"i

back it wanted.

3

Box 234.

Ill
....,,

I.'

!,,!

lHII.I

KIV

houses, one furnished. W.' II. McMIH- -'
In, real e&tate dealer, 211 W. Gold.mlS
house;
FOR RENT Seven-rooKeleher avenue. $15.00: lots of shade.
good stable, large yard. E. H. Dun-jba- r
m

& Co.

FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
'rooms for light housekeeping. 413 VV.
Ml
Silver avenue.
FOR RENT Pleasant room,
modern. No health seekers.
tf
A9H ft Tfifth street.
FOR RENT One handsome suit"
of rooms; also one single room. Table board. 713 W. Copper avenue. mIO
FOR RENT Furnished room. 308
m24
Santa Fc avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished front room
413 H.
with bath; no sick people.
m2 1
Hazeldlne.
cottage
new
A
FOR RENT
In the Highlands, screen porch, well
In the healthiest part of
arranged.
the city. $15.00. City water free. L.
T. Delaney. 215 W. Gold avenue.
light
FOR RENT Rooms for
tf
12N. Second si.
housekeeping.
brick cotFORRENT Five-rootage with modern conveniences, close
H. H. Tllton, room 19, Grant
in.
tf
boililinc
FOR KENT Furnished rooms. 511
in"
S. Third street.
house with
FOR RENT Five-roobath. Dr. Wilson. 406 S. Arno St. tf
(SOR RENT.
Three nicely furnish110
ed rooms for housekeeping.
South Broadway.
FOR RENT Four rooms for light
housekeeping: two rooms each. 1207
V'
S. Second st.
room;
FOR RENT Good Office
Grant
New
modern conveniences.
Apply Moon's sludlo; 'f
building.
Rwilli
FO- RENT Brick house
Maynard
bath at 207 N. Fifth st.
tf
Gunsul.
FOR RENT Furnished room,
ern. 724 S. Second St.
houses:
FOR RENT Two
Auto, phone 513 or call
furnished.
tf
at 1101 S. Fourth st.
FOR RENT To persons wishing
The eleprivate moms with board.
gant residence of Nathan Barth. 422
neatly
street,
has
been
North Sixth
s
furnished find started as a
private boarding and rooming nous.
Large airy rooms, reception hall and
parlors, double porches, large grounds.
tf
Terms reasonable.
Rhone 38.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, nil
415
North
conveniences.
modern
tf
Second street.
Till; rcii'YT
r,,,.niu hv
the dav. week or month, also rooms
Mi's. Eva
for light housekeeping.
tf
Flaming, 113 West Lend jtye.
FOR RENT Apartments "in Park
View Terrace, eight rooms eacn, modern equipment throughout. H. H. Til-toroom 19. Grant block.
--

'

first-clas-

l

LOST.

Gentleman's small carved
leather purse containing money,
depot and shops in Santa Fe
yards. Leave at Morning Journal
Reward.
BAKER IJ5S.
BREAD. PIES AND CAKES
to any oart of the city, wedding cakes a specialty; satisfaction
S. N. Balling. Pioneer
guaranteed.
Bakery. 207 South First street.
LOST

n

e.

ATTORNEYS.
K

r

.

W. D. BRYAN

Attorney at Law.
Office lu First National bank
A.l)U(iueroue,

bulld-In-

g.

M.

PHYSICIANS.
DR. R. L. HÜST

N. T. Arimllo Bldg.
Room
Tuberculosis treated with High
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given from 8 a. m. to
4 p. 111. Trained nurse
In attendance.
Both 'phones.
DR. J. H. WROTH
Physician and Surgeon.
A Ibuoueroiie. N. M.
DR. J. E. BRONSON
Homeopathic.
Physician and Surgeon.
Room 17 Whiting Block.
Fre-auen-

DR. W. G. SHADRAOH

Practice Limited
Oculist and Aurist for Santa Fe coast
lines. Office 31 3 'A W. Railroad av.
Eve. Far. Nose. Throat.

Ijaijjrsja

to

12

a.m.,

in m

J. érkRÁFT

DR.

1,30

ists

to6pJrn,1

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and Ifi (.runt Block, over
the Gnlditn Rule Dry Goods comoanv.
Automatic Phone 272; Colorado. 164.
E. J. ALGER D. D. 8.
Offices: Arlmlio block, opposite Golden Rule. Ofilce hours. 8: SO a. m. to
12:30 p. m.: 1:20 to 6 p. m. AutoAppointments
matic telephone 462.
made by mall.
DR. L. E. ERVIN
Dentist.
Auto Phone 691.
Rooms 20 and 22. Whiting block, over
Ieurn:ird an d Ljndcmann'.

aitointaxtT

expert accounting
audited, statements

prepared.
Books
Improved systems Installed. Twenty
years' experience. Satisfaction guaranteed. George H. Browne, no South
Second st., Albuquernm, N. M.
1ÜÍ7Í:ÑGIN EEÍtsT
'

WANTED To loan money on Improved property.
J. R. Miller. 315
w. Copper miuic.
nJO
I" WANTED
N'at a pa hie girl for
family of two.
general housework,
Apply Dr. Cutler, Santa Fe hospl- tal,
tf
WANTED A girl who can COOk
and do housework. Apply to Dr. Cul-le- r,
Bunts Fe hospital, from 9 to 10
a. in. ami I to 3 p. m.
tf
A cook at 217 S. Fourth
WANTED,
If
street.
WANTED Two girls for sewing:
girls to learn
also two apprentice
dressmaking. 415 N. Second st.
tf
VASrTTn
First Tdass cook ""and
Apply Mrs. W. I). Ar- housekeeper.
Hehl Blmhursl hotel, Nurh Hh rt. If
Majestic
i
WANTED A second-hanor Home Comfort range. Address P.
D. Q.. Morning Journal.
tf
Laborers, nstlve and
WANTED
white, and all irados supplied with
help on short notice. Also domestic
.servants. Abraham's Employment Of-- '
315 S.
First St. Automatic
tf
'phone 290.
WANTED If you want to buy, sell
or exchange anything, talk with F. L.
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
tf
WANTED Sewing hv experienced
dressmaker,
109 North Walter. Old
phone 180.
tf
WANTED To exchange a good
$1.800 business for city property. V.
I, McSpadden. 300 Smith Broadway.
Laborers, native and
WANTED
ahite, and ill trades supplied wltn
help on short notice
Also domestic
servants Abmham's Employment Of.
lice. 215
S.
Automatic
First st.
'Ohoi
290.
tf
be
WANTED Salesladies, miisl
competent and experienced. Address
in writing, giving references, P. O.
d
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inches,
prli e

manufactured
and Imported, under
the Seidell license. 4 1.696 gasoline au- lOmobllSS, valued at 16,1.1 4 1.4 37.22.
On tills amount the royalty paid was
Ml4.llS.tI, of which a certain proportion went to the BlSctrtc Vehicle
Co., owners of the patent, and the remainder to the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers, which
consists of about forty manufacturers
who recognize the patent. During 190Ü
there
ra sold 17,840 vehicles, the
value of which was J 3 .8 4.758.99.
vr
The Increase in T.I04 over 1903 was
30 per cent on the gross value of
ststc.
Sales, while last year the increase was
"I
ay that our chances arel 32 Vj per cent on
the number of ve8 ""'
(SI It at this session. The bill hicles,
and 66 per cent on the gross
Will gu io conference and some
value of sales.
ma be made there at the
It Is Interesting to note that
the
last mlniiti. by which we may gel
prl.e of automobiles has steadily ad101111 Htaoi, ,,i((
ti,, corporations vanced with
their
Improved
construcare making a light wlthoul equel tion. The average
for 1903 wa
ngalr
Joint statehood
Tim fear to 1 7o. while In 904 price
It
$
1.4
was
22. an
allow the people .,f the territories to
The average selling
con- np iue.li a constitution sa would last y. ir $1,7x4.
of American cars licensed undr
submitted to tht m A constitution price Seldcn
patent during the past
whlh would hac 01111' i.gud f., the
three years was $1.429. while the avthe light of the inlncts ,,f riz,,,, erage
for Imported cars was $6.7 10.
the men who work under ground, a
constitution which would have somu to The figures given above relate only
the cars made under the Balden
tes.ird fot the small tax payers of Arpatent, It Is possible that later some
lsona and some justice In regard :
figures
may he obtained
from the
the taxation ,,f the mlnlnug ami rail-- '
toad corporations, would be absolutel) American Motor c,,r Manufacturera'
Delation,
which
eertgln t" win the complei and overconsists of twenty- whelming SUppOli of lite , pie ,, three makers while there are also ,1
that tertilorv ami the same is true .f number of concerns that are not
members of either association.
Ki u Ueak
And so t,. ..
which now have Ihell no ti v ij an- II
I 01 1: I KAIM
making the light ..r tti li i - 10
in. lTKH
R COI OXIAL EMPIRE
the profile from havtng a
c
10
viit! mi u constitution
Thej ma)
e
licit- ( of
IiImcs,. Labor in
successful In the present Instance Bui I igvrona Hoc-. ..
inini ni- -.
jolnl statehood is all the Iwo lerrttor-lLondon, Mar. ix.- - in the course ul
can gel, and the question will r...
on Chinese labor In the
debat
cur again ami again until
will
Transvaal in tht houps of commons.
nally come to the people upon a
y
"
"1 1. Mr. Balfour said he doubted if there w is one case iu tin1st I
v'
irs in wii'i h Ih" British house had!
Wast
Ii In
irm I rains
'
In
niuied
in
Interfere
ini. inal leg- Washout trouble
Is tying up
th
Hants I'e in California All trains from delation In India. Australia, New Zeal
by their policy of
the west last night wen from eight n ad. i" Natal
e
ten hours lale and thenno puis. teuiiilng the right to disallow the
ordinance of the Transvaal th"
MCI of heller conditions
foi ,oilav
s.n government placing thai col-- I
Tío- trouble is beyond tin Colorad
injf In a position which 'aliada
or
river lu Pall for n la and f
of
details
would nol stand. It would
11
Marl rsteni ran he obtained here. Australia
hriim
disaster
on Hie gresl colonial
There has been more 01 less trouble
empire.
In that locallt) for the past week.
Mi Ed 'i.i rjri v m rapt) said the
sentiment or the government iu this
"Man" IN fcal Orioles."
o 11,
commanded the approval of all
Taaterday afternoon the Albuquerótenles
islon ever
ir 11
que Ktais defeated the Albuquerque Ibes
arose that that sentiment had to h- s, nr.. of 1:, to in.
Orlóle'' .
it ir ins-- ii. d i,n
, .,, non.
he believed thai
was a hail raising eghlbltlon of b..-- -.
abo
11
command approval,
hall from start to ilmsh
Tlie hallen didn't ronid
think the occasion would arise. )
for the "Htars .a- Jaramlllo and
.Mr.
par-1
Chamberlain s!d
was
Murilc while Alea and Bill feet Ij true
that in finida. Australia..
Harrison occupied the points foi the ami
New Zeal and there w is the Stron"Orioles."
gest feeling, a feeling quite a.
as here against cheap labor, but slion'
there
MOTOR BOAT MR ill - KPRKAD
as a silll stronger feetills sgalnsl gity
I
TUMIOlt AI.OM. III. RIKHIHHIPPI interference
by Hie home i ivcrorneiii
with
self gnvei nmeiit once given.
l (lcrii
BhihHi- Mai - W'asgaaful
N"l
y."
he said, "bul one who ha"
it nil-- , un Rhner low 11.
boon in eloassi rommunlcatten
wiiii
every
almost
authority and evet v I
Ht. I.oi.is
Mar. II. A mysterious pro
ven
polín,
ml
Ian
and
datesmin iii
pirate craft has alarmed the people
colonies rail apple. date as
i'o
nlong he Mississippi below Ht Iuis. theseIntensity
I
the
of Ih il feeling.
dai'
It Is manned by bank robbers and safe say
you may admire the strong sense
t'urglara. and Its Industrious crew has
humanity whP-- le ids to ibis Inter- cracking burglar proof vaults at of
nee,
bul you cannot aVi on It and
a merry rate at New Madrid. Steward. fere
keep
empire together,"
the
and
Point Pleasant
other river
towns in southeast Missouri, northeast
Nearly BCry Merchant
Arkansas and across In Kentucky and Can svs'i mallxe his business hy the
Tenneswee.
ue or special ruiefi blanks and ac.
These daring pirates have their ren count book. We can rule and bind
desvous some place In the swamps of them to suit your needs. Let's talk It
the sunken lands. Just where It Is over.
the police have not discovered, for
II. S. Ulhgnvr
Co..
the swamps art so great in eitent that Bookbinders.
Journal Building.

1XJ1Í

FOR SALE Horse and rubbcr-tir- e
buggy.
Horse is perfectly gentle,
of Will Ments. d J r, S. Edith st.
FOR SALE Saddle and driving
horses or good light work horse. 614
S. Broadway.
m2 I
FOR SALE Poultry house and
'fence of poultry netting. 1043 N.
Eighth street.
FOR SALE Majestic range in use
two months.
Inquire 724 S. Walter.
FOR SALE OR EXCHaMGK--Fcity or ranch property, a new furnishBest location in
ed rooming house.
the citv. Address F. .1. Ibis office, tf
Four-rooFOR SALE In Highlands.
modern home, corner lot. very
desirable location. Apply at 703
m23
street.
FOR SALE A snap for $1,600:
Seven-roohouse and corner, lot 71x
100 feet; 71 feet of cement sidewalk
and city water. Must be sold at once.
Inquire at 524 East Coal avenue.
FOR SALE. Acoustlcons. to the
ear what the eyeglass Is to the sye.
fall evenings from 5 to 6 or Saturday
forenoons. Miss Philbrick, CommeraU
cial Club building.
FOR SALE Light Brahma eggs
J. F. Palmer, 501 N.
for hatching.
tf
First street.
FOR SALE Eggs from best layand
ing strains Minorcas, Leghorns
Flshel's White Plymouth Rocks, $1.00
per setting. 909 N. Eleventh st. alO
FOR SALE Country store, including store, building 40x70 feet, store
fixtures, stock of general merchandise,
residence and forty acres of
patented land. Business will pay a
profit of three thousand to four thousand dollars a year. Owner is obliged
to sell and will state why to those
W. A. Heather, Cliff, N. M.
FOR SALE The oldest and best
established dandy Kitchen and Ice
('ream Parlor in Albuquerque. Call
at 211 South Second street and intf
vestigate.
FOR SALE Small drug store in
small town. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S.
tf
Broadway.
For SALE Eggs forper hatching.
setting.
Willie Leghorn, $1.00
Hi
1H43 N. Eighth street.
FOR SALE Eggs for setting, $1.0",
2111
North
Rock.
Bttrred Plymouth
a4
Walter.
plants.
rhubat
ri ir BALE
'i"
The best In the land. Mann Bros. aS
Foil SALE See McSpadden, the
Exchange Man. before you buy anything. He has over $1.000,000 Worth
etc.,
of bouses, land, merchandise,
li
for sale. 30(1 South Broadway.
Foi; BALE Small stock of merT. L.
chandise al a bargain.
300 S. Broadway.
For SALE New and second-han- d
hup ics at Albuquerque Carriage Co.
FOR SALE All lOtS in Coronado
place.
T I.. McSnadden. 300 South
""pad war.
FOR SALE. Buy a home on easy
payments, I have two .snaps. T. L.
McSpadden. 300 S. Broad way
tf
FOR SALE OR TRADE. Ranches
re

OUR AUTOMOBILES
SIXTY-FIV- E

.

On

GLOBE STORE

g

VALI

ritOPEKTY-LOANS-

Money to Loan

There Is no use talking to the contrary, Wednesday Bargain
Day at the

'

Arizona

IWS.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Í

nltro-glyeerl-

1.

Monday. Mnrch

J. R.
Boom

farwe"ll
Civil Engineer.

luHdlii- -.
"

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. SPENCER
V. O. WALLING FORD
Architects.
Rnonis 46 and ,. Harnett .lulldliie.
Until 'I'hotnvi.
i

A.

ii;in

KF.Kjv

BORDERS

City Undertaker.
Black or white hearse, $!.00. Commercial Club Building. Auio telephone,
316; Colorado, red 115. Albuquerque,

New Mexico.

SHERLOCK HOLMES
Coiildu luid the one man In this
who wants that saddle or driving horse of vours as surely and s
(iiifcklv hs a For Sale ad can do; and
Sherlock's fee would ho larger.
town

Albuquerque
Foundry and Machine Works
It. P. HALL. Proprietor
Iron end Brass Costings, Ore, Cnel,
ar.d Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Oral
Bars, Bubhltt Metal, Columns
and Iron Fronts for Buildings, Repairs on Mining and
Mlllln- - Machinery In Our Specialty
FOnÑDBY
East Side Railroad Trt"k A I huiliento
NEW

MEXICO

MEAT MARKET

Andrew Homero.

Fresh
211

West

&

Prp.

Sa t Meats

Gold Asanas, Albumuvrtine
GAME IN SEASON.

if.

MORNING

ALBUQUERQUE
SECTION

EDITORIAL

SOMETHING

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW

MONDAY

MEXICO.

PAGES

19, 1906.
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EVERY MINUTE IN

GOLD COIN FLOUR

THE COPPER CAMPS

ol

Crime

Southern

Arizona.

in

Be sure and see that this Flour is on your list and

have no other.

OF SENSATIONS

AGGREGATION

MARCH

JOURNAL

TO MAKE HAIR STAND ON END

When it cornea to the slmon pure,
first class, bona fide
unadulterated
genuine desperadoes, southern Arizona
takes the cake and Bisbee carries oft
the palm. Two days' record in Bisbe
and the adjoining towns of Lowell and
of
Douglas shows an aggregation
i rimes that would
make the stories of
pale
Diamond Dick and Nick Carter
Murder, suicides,
Into Insignificance.
horse setaling, arrobberies, hold-upson, Jail breaking, forgeries and Just
ordinary booze keep things at a pitch
of excitement in the copper camps
that is probably unequaled anywhere
to
in the wild and woolly we.sL
this there are enough good lively fires,
runaways
earthquakes, mine disasters,
and other minor casualties to make
the people sit up and take notice. The
following little bunch of sensations
are gathered from the Bisbee Review:

GOLD COIN FLOUR

s,

ROHHKR. WIFE DESERTER
AM) JAIL BREAKER CAUGHT
fpr
Wanted in Anaconda. Mont.,
forgery and wife desertion and in
Tombstone for the robbery of the
Warnacke store and jail breaking.
John Conchin, alias John Griffiths and
was
landed in the
John Weavci'.
branch county jail In Bisbee last nigh;
about 10 o'clock, to be held there until taken to Tombstone.
Seen last night in his cell, Conchiu
admitted that he had escaped from
the county jail at Tombstone about
two years ago. 'but said he did it because he found the door open and
wanted to get out to assist his wife,
who needed support.
Oonchln says that while asleep one
night he was awakened by the noise
of other prisoners escaping, among
them Romero, who murdered a barber
Seeing the
In Bisbee in cold blood.
door open he walked out. This he
breaking.
jail
does not consider
When questioned about the Warnacke robbery and the alleged charge
of forgery and desertion in Anaconda.
Conehln said he was guilty of neither
of them, and did not fear being sent
to the penitentiary on any of the three
charges.

mitted shortly after 7 o'clock; In the
of the young man on
Third street. He will probably recover.

apartments

NU

ROBBER CONFESSES
AND is BOUND OVER
After waiving examination at his
preliminary 'hearing on the charge of
taking part in the recent robbery of
Winters' saloon in Tombstone canyon,
and being bound over to await the action of the grand Jury In the sum of
12,500, Lewis Norton at 2 o'clock yesterday afternoon for the second time
confessed his part In the robbery.

DIRECTOR

SALOON

STOLE

A TEAM AND
WAGON AND GOLD WATCH

W, A. Underwood charged
with
stealing a team and wagon and a gold
watch worth $7.r from Mrs. Brice, was
arraigned before John Hogan yesterday at Lowell. He pleaded not guilty
and his trial was set for March 19.

AMATEUR POSSK ROUNDS
UP THIRTEEN BAD TRUANTS
Superintendent Philbrook. together
wirh the janitor at the Central school
and all rhe boys of the High school,
yesterday organized themselves Into n
posse to surround, capture and return
to school thirteen scholars from the
lower grades who have been playing
truant from time to time since school
began. The majority of the boys went
Mexicans.

DESPERATE MAN CUTS
THROAT IN MAD FRENZY
"D n him, he has ruined my home
he has caused the separation of me
and my darling wife, and I have got
revenge. The first man who interferes
with me or tries to lake the razor
from my hand will be killed.
mi
mad. I am desperate. Father, goodbye; farewell forever."
After repeating these words. Tilomas Capsstick drew the razor twice
across his own throat, adding a sulclej
to the tragic death that took place
early yesterday morning in a tent a
DRAGGED BY BTTRBUP
KILLED
short distance north of the Main street
PATTEN Is NEARLY
His right foot hanging In the Stirrup at Lowell, according to the storv told
gqound
on
the
dragging
before Coroner Hogan vesterdav bv
and his head
John Butte, at the Inquest.
while the horse was running Its fastest un Naco rond yesterday, passing a
Slrike Rumor nt Jerome.
number of buggies and a funeral proTt was rumored on the streets here
cession, John S. Patten, living In the
presyesterday that there was trouble
Sulphur Springs valley, retained
ence of mind and regained his saddle brewing between the management of
grableg.
the 1'nlted Verde Copper company at
bv climbing up the horse's
bing the bridle reins and stopping the Jerome and the miners employed in
a
over
It
plunged
mine there, says the Prescott
the
horse just before
Journal-Minesleep bank Into a pit or rocks.
Advices received from the copper
city late last night stated that the
BOGUS CHUCK ARTISTS
DOING BIG BUSINESS question of going on a strike was submitted to the miners on a secret vot,
Last night Constable Shropshire
in Lowell, on a and that It was voted down. The naTeellngs.
.1. J.
that
Gardner
bv
John
ture nf the dissatisfaction
charge made
was not
he the said Teellngs. had passed a bo- learned as all the proceedings were of
gus check upon him on the eleventh a secret nature, and carefully guardday of this month. There seemed lit- ed from outsiders. The news that no
tle' doubt of the fact in Judge McDonstrike would be ordered was the cause
of dispelling the feeling of uneasiness
ald's court, so Mr. Teellngs was sent
reto
which pervaded the business circles of
to the city Jail for thirty days
Jerome since hints nf trouble were
flect upon his carelessness.
behas
first made public.
This bogus check business
of
late
Douglas
In
come so common
overseldom
A large line of the new things In
can
man
thai an honest
draw his account because of those whoa Children's Headgear at the
make the cashing of checkssoon
business 'phoning to the banks us
as one's back Is turned.
.
Mil K WAtiON
iiuv l i HAS
NARROW ESCAPE
RBtVEB
As train No. 1 on the El Paso A
Southwestern was pulling Into the station at Douglas, a driver of a milk
wagon attempted to drive his team
across the track. The team stopped
directly on the crossing. For a second
It was feared by the spectators that
the man and his wagon would be
ground to pieces beneath the engine.
At the rrltlcal moment the driver
jumped. The Cowcatcher of the engine lifted the wagon to one side, overturning It and the team ran away, but
was stopped by the crowd before It
did nny damage.

"MB DOWN." SAYS BURG LAB
WITH A REVOLVER
An unknown man entered the room
of VV. P. Williams In the Doyle lodging house yesterday morning about 2
o'clock ami took $9 in cash. Williams
was awaked by the Intruder and Start
ed to get up. The robber pointed 1
revolver In his direction, and told him
to lie down, which he did. The thief
overlooked a much larger sum. There
is no clew to the Identiy of the robber.
--

I

r.

OF ELLERY BUND
HAS RARE GENIUS

Comes From

WILL

DIRECT

CONCERTS HERE SATURDAY
The tens of thousands who have listened to the Ellery band and watched Ferullo direct It have learned that
back of all the young man's sensational mannerisms, there Is a substantial basis of rare artistic sentiment
and musical knowledge.
Ferullo belongs to a family that has
been distinguished In music for many
generations back. A Neapolitan by
birth, he entered the itoyul Conservatory In his native city ai the age of
1 and there,
for seven years' pursued
his studies In harmony and counterpoint, choslng for his instrument the
difficult oboe, of which there are but
few real masters In the world todav.
he belonging In the very front rank.
Upon graduating from the Conservatory nt the age of 18. the hoy was
placed Immediately as oboe sidoist in
the orchestra of the great San Carlo
theatre in Naples, the rival of the famous La Scala at Milan as the cradle
of Italian opera.
Here Ferullo remained for over 8 years and had the
great advantage of playing under the
leadership of such masters as
Mugnone, Puccini, Mascugni.
Leoncavallo, Glordarno and Maria
Costa. Having a remarkably retentive
memory, he was able to Imbibe and
permanently preserve all the traditions of the great operatic works. Itn)
Ian, French and German, as learned
direct from the very monarchs of the
musical world of Italy.
When Mr Ellery formed his present barfd, there was no such great
number of Italian musicians In this
country as now and he was compelled
to bring over from the old country
many of the great artists who are
holding first positions In the Ellery
band today. Among them was Ferullo who came to America In the
spring of 1901. about six months after the birth of the Ellery hand. Dur
1

.

Man-chlnell- l,

X5he

NEWSPAPER BURNED OUT
liOSS WILL BE tLOOO
Fire which came near destroying
Ihe south side of Muln street of Lowell, and which destroyed the Lowell
Journal, was started In the Journal
office, presumably by electric wires.
The fire protection hose which was
put In by E. B. Mason was turned on
ihe fire, while a bucket brigade kept
the frame buildings at the side and
in Mie rear of the Journal office saturated with water, which prevented the
lire from spreading.
The damage to the building and machinery, Including a total loss of the
stock, Is estimated at about $4,000. It
rould not be determined the extent of
damage to the linotype machine and
large press. The plant was insured
for $3.000.

m

ANOTHER
POX OUTBREAK
Smallpox has again broken out In
Lee Hcnkel. who guarded
Ihe city.
In
the colored people quarantined
canyon, has
tlelr homes, up Tombstone
taken III and was quarantined In his
home on Chihuahua HUI.
I

(

SMAI

1

l iD BOY
SHOOTS SITI THREE TIMES
William McGhee. the nineteen-yeae
oldson of George McGhee, an
to
resident nf Falrbarfk, attempted
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Distinguished

obtainable at a depth of 10 to (0 feet,
and punto them witli Ras or distillate
engines.
We are the Leading Druggists
As everyone knows, this is
rather expensive, and nin e our power
is installed, such wells can lo- pumpof the Southwest
ed at a very small cost.
"Magnificent crops of nil cereals
and alfalfa can then be raised at a
And carry the largest stock
good profit SlOn the river, both In San
Bdmardtno county and Arizona. Fot
vt Drugs, Chemicals, Toilet
the raising of early cantaloupes and
and Fancy Goods between
vegetables, the country will be absolutely Ideal, and everyone knows how
STUPENDOUS ONE well
Denver and Los Angeles.
such crops pay. Electrically
driven centrifugal pumps will be the
power used, and both the cost of inwill b
stallation ami maintenance
found within the means of all.
A SPECIALTY
PRESCRIPTIONS
"Our present plans are to run our
To Furnish Power lor a lines
as tar as the Searchlight
trlct on tile California side of the
er, and as far as the Hold Itimd minRadius ol Hundred Miles. ing camp In Arizona, but that Is ex-far
Lowney's, Guntlier's and Whit
from belpg the limit to which we
pect to transmit our power, as eventman's Candies Always Fresh
ually we Intend to cover a district it
least ion miles in radius. After
T0 RECLAIM DESERT AND
fully
the question of water
e
from nil points of view, 1
now.
will use connected sets of
OPERATE COUNTLESS MINES lleve
be-i
steam turbines and generators, as
J. H. O'Rielly Company
in? most economical and efficient. The
fnot
been
location of the plant has
Much hat been said of late of the inally decided upon, but win probably
Druggists, Barnett Building
great powei protect for Needles. Cali be at Clay Point, a quarter of a mile
nOrthWOSl of Needles.
fornia. The San Bernardino Times-i- n
Free Delivery to any part of
dex gives the following Interesting ac"For the present, aside frtjn the
the city.
count of one of the most glgnnlie en- power we may furnish the agrieultur- terprises ever planned for the west:
we
have
before
mentioned
al interests
One of the most stupendous enter- Immediate demand for 1,.',00 horseprises ever launched in San Hernardl-ii- n power from the surrounding
mines,
county was brought lo the front oy While as soon as we extend our faclli-- I
.V
Power
the application of the Desert
so as In
ties for furnishing power,
Water company to the county super- completely take In the Searchlight,
In
visors for I franchise to build nn Im- UniOh Pass, Chloride and Other neigh- OKOCKHIK.S. Dealers
PROVISIONS. II AY.
mense power transmission plant at boring mining districts, we will have a
(It AIN AND FUEL,
Needles.
market for probably 1,000 Horsepower line Line ol Imported Which. Llauors
It Is proposed by tile easicrn ami more.
and Cigars. Place Your Orders
Nor do those even cover the
I, os Angeles capitalists at the lieadj 3Í scope of the Heidi as by establishing I
l or This Line With Vs.
the enterprise to build u plant which pumping station at man. we coul.l
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to
the raise the water the necessary 1,000
will furnish power not only
town and Its suburbs but to the whole feet and also furnish water at differlegion for 100 miles around. It Is a ent mines and mills in the vicinity,
plan thai has often been considered where It is very scarce.
at various point! along the Colorado
"Before entering upon this enterriver, but II Is of such magnitude that prise, which, It can readily be s
capital was shy about tackling It un- entails the Investment of a large
til one of the best known electrical 'amount of capital, my associates and
engineers In the country. T. B Monte-verdmyself have studied the matter thor.Jr.. made an exhaustive study oughly, and have come to the conclufavorably
reported
of the problem and
sion that no place in this western
on It.
country offers a greater opportunity
In an interview with a reporter yesfor the development of power than
terday. Mr. Monteverde explained all this region around Needles. Agriculabout the details of the plan, and was turally. Industrially, and for the de
TONS
naturally enthusiastic over the out- velopment of the vast mining interests
look.
Said he: "The possibilities Of of the region. It is the one tiling thai
Slioh a plant as the one we propose is lacking and I have no hesitancy in
to put up are in reality unlimited, go- saying that It will bring about u phe- -'
ing way beyond the mere furnishing nomenal growth In that section of the
of cheap power to the mining districts country. Of course, we expect 01
of that region, and the town of Nee- make money on our Investment, but
dles Itself, which of course will nev- this In no way lessens the value of
ertheless he the first gainers.
the enterprise lo those who will profit
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"There is approximately in the Im- by It and they are legion."
mediate vicinity of Needles 311.0011
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small fall In the river, which Is only desirable tenants
MAKE
There will be tomorrow
SOI, I) TONS OF THIS four feet to the mile at that point. of yours.
GROWTH.
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M IT GAVE PER- The most satisfactory system to wa- too: and there Is time enough for you
LAST YEAH.
E. W. FEE. ter that region which has been found to get your ad In that column tomor- COMPANY,
FECT SATISFACTION.
HKHNAMLI.O, X. M.
so far Is to sink wells, water being row. It should have been In today.
SOUTH SECOND ST.

ing the first years of his engagement
with Mr. Ellery, Ferullo never manifested any desire or ambition to be a
director and It was only about a year
and a half ago that during the Illness
ol' the then lender of the band, the
manager guve opportunity to sever il
members of the oranization to demonstrate their nblllty In leading.
Then It was that Mr. Ellery discovered the ability of Ferullo who, withor rehearsal, rose
out preparation
from his chair among ihe players and
carried the band to heights of achievement such as It had never before
known. The players were as thoroughly delighted with Ihe result of
the experiment as was the nudlenc",
and soon afterwards, upon the retirement of the former director, Ferullo
was given the vacant position.
Ferullo will lend the Ellery band at
both concerts to be given nt Elks'
theatre in the afternoon and evening
of March 24th.
iluiiford Has W on l'nvor.
Charles B. Hanford is one of the
eminent American players who hme
hud no complaint to offer as to the
reception of sincere artistic endeavor
by the play going public. His life hn
been devoted to an earnest and consistent determination to meet the pub
lie demand for the best that can be
had in a play, cast and scenic equipment. For his author Mr. Hanfor
has felt that It Is useless to attempt
and
to Improve upon Shakespeare,
with scatit exception his plays huve
always been those which traditionally
figure in the repertory of a Shakespe-ren- n
star. He has contributed som
of the most eminently approved representations that the modern st, tilias witnessed, and by his extraordinary gifts as a raadM has relieved
roles which were loo often performed
with solemn and stilled affectation, of
every trace of pedantry. He lias effected combinations of stars which
permitted production! on a far moro
elaborate scale than would otherwise
have been posible and has maintained his subsequent individual productions on the same high standards then
established. He has had the satisfaction of guiding the ambitions of a
number of actors who have since
found a secure folding in popular
Mr. Hunford's most distinguished protege is Miss Marie Drof-nawho in the past few seasons has
made her way to a high and permanent place in tin- affections of playgoers who esteem the womanly women of the stage. Mix Frank Hcnnlg
Is an actor who has for years been a
member of Mr. Hanford's company,
and who during tint period has given performances that have won him
applause from const to coast. The
date of Mr. Hanford's engagement in
this city Is Saturday, March .'list. Matinee and night, ami the plays to be
presented at the Klks' theater will v
"The Merchant of Venice," and "Tin
Taming of the Shrew."
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The new City of Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.f is at the junction of the main lines of the Santa Fe system
from Chicago to San Francisco and Los Angeles, El Paso, Texas and Old Mexico

leading east and west

The "Belen Gobun and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

streets end avenues, RIGHT In the business
ARE THE OWNERS OF THE BELEN TOWN8ITE, Consisting Of ONE THOUSAND BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, (sise JBxlii feet) fronting upon SO and
center of the NEW CITY and directly upon the Santa Fs Railway Depot Grounds. The Atchison. Topeka and 8anta Fe Railway company Is now grading Its extensive depot grounds snd yard limits 800 feat wide and
a mile long, (capacity of seventy miles of side track) to accomodate its NEW PASSENGER snd FREIGHT depots, HARVET EATING HOUSE, Round House, Coal Chutes, Water Tanks, Machine Bhope, Etc.
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Has a population of 1600. and several large Mercantile Houses, The Belen Patent Roller Mills, capacity ISO barrels dally: winery, etc It Is the largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, besns, haj and fruit
estimated.
in New Mexico. From Its location upon the Great Trunk line, leading North, 8outh. East and West, to all points In ths United States and Old Mexico Its future growth ss a Commercial point cannot bs
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Votary Public, Insurance, Bonds, Money to Loan.

321 Gold Avenue

THE WORLD
so

Colo. Phone. Black 144

IS FULL OF ODD AND CURIOUS
there may still be those who have
not used the Morning Journal classified ad columns.
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YOU ARE

INTERESTED

t

ESTATE

REAL

Dealers
Offioo: 208'i W. Gold Avenue
Auto. Phono 335

T.

f

Baldridge's is the Place
FOR LUMBER. SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on liand.

a

J. 6. BALDRIDGB

I

,

STORAGE!!

STORAGE!

405 SOUTH FI15ST STREET,

AliHllQl)i:nyilK,
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THE

SECURITY

WAREHOUSE

COMPANY
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ng

Does LooK That Way

II

SL'.CUO.GO.

new, Highlands, only one block from
Hallroad Avenue $2,360.00.

123 South Third Street

SlX-roo- m

'

modern brick,
blocks from

f,
new, nice location,
business center Only

W00TT0N & MYER

Six-roo-

15he

Fyit SALE

nNKNT

B. H.

I

safclv keep your PIAXO. FURN-TUR:.
TRUNKS, VEHICLES,
MACUINERV and any
rtielo, liirce or small, lor any leiuftli
f time. In their new und
m rcasonahlc
warehouse,
torilKO
ates. .Monev Loaned on poods stored.
OFFICES: GRANT ItLOCK
KOTII PIIONF.S

VIII

MKlt-IIWDlsi-

Briggs

Cromn
Studio

-

!.,,..

--

Children's Photos a Specialty
Auto Phono 320

A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX
I" "

Md Hie

M I.

small,

nv

Iwv.- -

Ibcm

I'lrw NmImmI Bank

bi-e-

Brunswick L. B.

I

Times-Democra-

BILLIARD
&

.1

i

POOL

PARLORS

y""

!

"ulr.

i

M.

'

Gussaroff

RICO HOTEL

Putney

PLUMB1

Mitchell

Al.ltt gUF.HQlllfi,

Watons
N. M.

kiutU of mill work a
place
for good work at low price
All

A.

J.

Auto. 'Phone 671
Bel!, Red 281
112 West Railroad Ave., Albuquerque

rlht

LOVE, Prop.

Auto phone 4ti:t

ttf)

S.

First St.

STAR FURNITURE CO.

214 Gold Ave nue

Economy Way

California

You do not sacrifice comfort for
economy when you go in a
Santa Fe Tourist Pullman.

.

,., nlpd
ABOUT the best that can be said for th senate just now Is lhat it Is
In favor of the election of senators by remarked

putting up some splendid arguments
News.
popular
vote.-Chl- ca,o

tit
Gross,Kelly&Co

'L

two-third-

.,,v"1

th- -

m

,I"V'"'"'

physician."
ulleged actor. "Would
to

ron"u"

Dr

yuB

k'

WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS

"Well." refilled his friend the drugWool. II Idea A Pelts
MR. CARNEGIE'S remarks about the wretched time millionaires have gist, "I don't think much of his abila Specialty
ity as a physician; still, he might be
ahow how lucky we are not to be millionaires.
LAS VEGAS
ALBUQUERQUE
ahle lo cure a ham."

OFFICE

DESKS

(Hi for a Colonist ticket, Albuquerque
to California. Daily, Feb. 15 to April 7.

$25.
AIIUm Way

AND CHAIRS
Ask S. F. Agent

All Kinds HOUSE

FURNISHINGS

Stoves and Ranges

os-ti-

STANDAItl) PLUMBING AND
IiKA'MNG COMPANY.

Albuquerque
Planing Mill
specialty. The

It t IIiDINGS

By geltins; our
tas hullders and contractors will
serve their own interests best. Our
work Ik most satisfactory
and our
prices always reasonable. We make It
our pride to I. prompt and efficient
In every respect.
We also carry the
finest line of garden hose In the city.

Grocer
Wholesale
FEED. FLOUK AND GRAIN
lor

K v

is our specialty.

Vatabltshed 1878

tfut

U

it

Albuquerque for
tourist sleeper booklet

Slight extra charge for berth. Seat in
chair car free.
Dustless roadbed

Harvey meals.

Monda;. March

THE ALBUQUERQUE

19, 1806.

FIERCE

ONE MORE

600

GO

THeerj

The

YAQUIS

MEXICAN

SOLDIERS

of Quality

Pabst's Blue Ribbon
and Pabst's Export

ENCOUNTER 400 INDIANS
Tucson, Mar. 18. Special aávlces
received here from Nogales tell of another desperate encounter between
the Yaqul Indians and Mexican soldiers In .Sonora. The story of the warfare, as told In telegrams from
is as follows:
Mexican soldiers, 600 strong, have
surrounded 400 Yaqul Indians In the
A
mountains east of Torln, Sonora.
messenger from the scene arrived tt
one of the grading camps on the
Yaqul River and Pacific railroad Tuesday and a message was at
once sent to General Luis Torres for
reinforcements. General Torres sent
500 men to aid those already in the

&m

1

s,

Can-ane-

PAGE NINE.

AMERICA'S FINEST PRODUCTIONS

BATTLE WITH THE
u

MORNING JOURNAL.
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Held.

The opposing forces met Saturday,
the soldiers spreading out hi such aj
manner as to completely surround tlie:
Indians and prevent escape. Both
forces quickly took advantage of the
natural protection afforded by the
country in which they are and a continuous exchange of shots had been;
kept up to the time the messenger;
ti the scene Monday.
Up to that;
time one captain, one lieutenant anjli
six enlisted men had been killed by:
the fire of the Indians. It was rtol
then known what loss the Indians had;
suffered, but fifteen bodies had been
counted.
The news of the battle caused great
incitement at the grading camps and
this was increased Tuesday noon when
second messenger brought news that
another band of Indians had attacked
the little town of Plthaya, about thirty miles from where the soldiers have
the larger band of Indians surrounded in the mountains.
It Is believed
(Jiat the Yaqul Indians who were not
In
by
hemmed
the soldiers In the hlll.l
organized the second party to attack
Plthaya for the purpose of attracting
the soldiers from the mountains m
ihe protection of the town and afford
the surrounded Yaquis an opportunity
to escape.
The officers In charge of the soldiers, however, have decided to continue the fight to exterminate or capture the 400 braves now hemmed In
and whom the arrival of reinforcements will place practically nt
the Indians having no means
of replenishing their supply of food ot
ammunition.
Shortly after the arrival at th
grafting camp of the messenger announcing the attack on Plthaya, fifty
mounted soldiers galloped past the
camp on the way to the relief of the
Men at work In the grading
town.
camps were taken from their won;
and pressed into service, to aid the
soldiers sent after the Indians harassing Plthaya.
It is believed the fifty mounted soldiers, with the men taken from the
grading camps, will be a sufficient
force, to prevent the second band of
Indians, the strength of which Is not
known, from doing any great damage.
s
While the main body of soldiers
the siege against the main bod
of the Indians.
Should the soldiers be successful In
(exterminating or capturing ihe force
lv which they are now opposed, ii
will be a decisive step toward the end
It
of the Yaqui troubles in Sonora.
said that there me not more than
Hull recalcitrant
reds now In Sonora.
Plthaya Is a small settlement of only a few houses, where teamsters and
others connected with the stage line
A
Stop.
detachment of about forty
soldiers is usually stationed there, and
It Is supposed by the soldiers that the
Indians have attacked them in an effort to divide the force of soldiers In
he mountains.

Ernest Meyers (lCo.,'Dijrtribtrtors
Wholesale Liquor

116

West Silver Avenue

MEN CHARGED

BY

HOLD UP

AHEMP I

i

J

PROSPECTS STILL GOOD FOR
816 OIL STRIKE ON

Albuquerque, New Mexico
J.

HIH

W. MASTERS

"

MORNING JOURNAL

I

SuPPW

Hi

V.

(.old

Ae.

ELK'S

Company

tolo Phone

II

km

OPERA HOUSE

Saturday. March 24,

GIVE BOND
BOTH

PRETEND IGNORANCE
OF THE ENTIRE AFFAIR

Hugh Bruner and S. A. Warner,
American Lumber company employes,
who were arrested Saturday afternoon
on complaint of one Merrlam. a milk
wagon driver, who charges the men
with an attempt to hold him up, were
both released yesterday morning on
cash bond for their appearance in police court this morning at H o'clock.
Bolh of the men lindar arrest have
been employed by the lumber company for a considerable time and both
have geed reputations for sobriety and
industry. It is said that one of the
men is not only sober and industrious,
but that he has a bank account and is
about to be married. The police are
a little puzzled by the affair, the iden.
tiftc.it ion made by the complaining
witness having been unusuallv posi-

Is breaking
The Morning Journal
the want ad record with considerable
regularity these days. Sunday, March
printed
11th. the Morning Journal
mere want ads than had ever been
printed before In any single issue of
any newspaper In New Mexico.
Yesterday the record of the Sunday before was broken.
The Morning Journal y tordas
printed a total of Tti want ads. The
steady growth of this department of
the paper Is the surest evidence to be
ottered that Ihe Morning Journul
want ads bring results.

tt

JOAN

miles north of Gallup, In
of the San Juan, a drill is
being sent Into Ihe formation prospecting for oil and gas and report has
it that Iie Indications are very favoraElghty-flv-

e

the valley

ble for a big strike. Iast month three
Oil claims were consolidated under one
Company, a contract wus let to a drilling outfit and work has begun. The
Marling of work was the signal for a
rush to take up land In the viclnll)
and now many oil claims are on ree-orsays the McKinley County Repulí.
Ilean.

The latest report Is that each morning there Is a good showing of oil on
the water In t'he well, which Is do It
100 feel. For some time it was known
'
lhal there was oil In the country.
was discovered oozing from a fissure
In the rock accompanied by gas which
when lighted burned with a bright
tlame. Following this discovery r
number of claims were located Dili
uothlng was done until laleiy. And
now that work has actually begun '
boom for the San Juan country has
set In. Other consolidations are expected to be made very soon, and if
Nta well now being bored makes good
B
big oil boom like the early days of
Ohio and Pennsylvania Is expected.
Parties who are familiar with the
loiintry
between the San Juan oi!
fields and those located near Gallup
say that the same formation prevails
between the two pojnls. There are
Indications Of oil near Gallu,
as good as they have In Ihe Sat. Juan
Bf the San Juan wells turn anl to be
producers, the Gallup oil fields will
follow suit and fhe long deferred oil
loom will be a reality.
There are now two outfits that arp
thlklng of prosppctlng the Gallup oil
One of them wi.l
fields thoroughly.
he at wort In the near future, having
made all arrangements to get machiu-e- i
v In and start It going.
Close to every mutt's office, quick
service, a swell lunch. Thut's what
you get when you partake of the Merchants' lunch In the White Elephant
from 11 o'clock In the morning until
mm nnee
z:;iu i it ine uiiernoou.
Has Just been resumed to meet the de
mands of patrons.
The very beat of Kansas City Opel
at ran meuiworrs. us
forth Third street.
You will be satisfied If jou bay a
piano from Learnard A Undername
Is worth something.

Communication Nade Easy

Matinee and Night Performance

PAY DAY SPECIALS

IV-lh- nl

by

Between the Great Southwest mid Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

The Great Ellen Band

El

HOUSE FURNISHING SPECIALTIES

Patented Irons, worth $1.40. for. $1.23
1.(1(1
Blankets, worth $1.2(1. for
Tumblers, worth 0 per doz, for..40c
(.I.AhSWAIti:
Lemon Extractor, worth 15, for.
t!

ITIIMTUti:

Lining Chairs,

orth II. B0, for. $1.00

t

k
.VI

ITALIAN ARTISTS.,:!
a

SOLOISTS

20

P It I C R s
NIGHT
Lower tioor $1.00; first three
rows halconv. 7Sc; balance balcony
50c.

,S47 ARTICLES
rr
What part of this paper do you
3 0c
J 5c
suppose Is the most Interesting to the
MATINEE Adults, Tile: children, lie
person who Is eagerly looking for a Rolling Pins
Close Lines
place?
furnished room or boarding
Flour
Sifters
Coffee
Strainers
Is your ad In that oart of the paper?
Frv I 'a i is
Band Greater Than Ever
Drip Pane
2 CM Palla
Lest you forget, there will be free Iron Handles
Cal oil Cans
lunch in tin- White Elephant on Sat
Pudding Pana
Kxteusion Rods
urday evening. Don t miss it.
SEATS ON BALE
IT WATSON'S
Galvanized
Palls
Burners
Unti
Wednesday.
21. II o'clock
March
Every day from 11 o'clock to 2:30
you can gel a splendid lunch at a
nominal price, quick service, obliging The Harmless Business Competitor.
n
No business man ever feared
attendants.
White Elephant.
The
competitor who did not advertise: It's
Try !t.
tive.
the one who advertises a little more
The men will be given a hearing this
Our easy puyment plan places a pi- atrirresslvelv than yourself who inmorning, when the matter will In ano within your reach. May wo not dines your insomnia. Isn't this true?
cleared up. Both men expert to prove tell you about It? Learnard &
utter ubsenre of any connection with
the Square Music Dealers.
the alleged hold-uArrested for Carrying n iun.
McSpnriden. the Exchange man. 300
Might decide to
Night M irshal Kennedy last night South Broadway.
I
settle along
one
Los
Luna,
of
Homero
arrested
You Can Give
who says he Is a brother-in-laof
the
f
Policeman Salazar, of the city dav A customer his statement nny moment
force, charging him with carrying a he may call for it, without searching
concealed weapon and another nan' through several books, by the use of
HOUSE BUILDERS, ETC.
weapon in the bargain. It is not our statement ledger system. Call us
(harged that Romero stole the gun up and we will be glad to call and exwhich was found on him and which plain this system.
II. S. LHIigou & Co., Bookbinders,
belongs to Nat Oreen of the Sturges
Having consolidated the Phoenix
Journal Bldg.
hotel bar. Saturday night Romero Auto Phone 128.
and Superior Plaining .Rills, the
left his own revolver in the note Bar
of lite latest demachinery
If you haven't tried the Merchants'
and returning for It Sunday morning
signs and best makes, we are prewas given Ihe other weapon, which lunch In the White Elephant, served
If they knew more about your
pared to do ull kinds of MILL
he carried off. Complaint of the loss from 11 to 2:30, you have been
neighborhood.
a
price
at
before
WORK
neer
of the weapon was made to the police ing a good thing.
Send us a list of their names
atenipted ill New Mexico.
and Romero's arrest followed. He
ami addresses. We will mall to
There are reasons why Learnard &
will be heard this morning on a
them our descriptive lund litercharge of carrying concealed weapons. Llndeinann can save you money In the
purchase of a piano. See them before
We will he glad lo give estiature. Why not work together
you buy.
móles op anything from Hie mill
In this matter.
FRESH COT FLOWERS.
It only costs you
IVES THE FLORIST.
nork of a home lo making a
a postal card. Address,
's
Window screen anil will guáranFor picture framing go to
No time for lunch? Try the White
Hook Store.
m31
te satisfaction.
General Colonization Agent
Elephant from 11 to 2:30. The Merchants' lunch is served so quick, you
(Homestead Entry No. 6232.)
A.' T.
S. F. Ry
Notice for Publication.
don't miss the time from business.
Chicago
Railway Exchange,
Department of the Interior. Land Of
fice at Santa Fe. ISew Mexico, FebWE RECEIVE A FRESH SI PPLV
17. 1906.
The Superior Lumber end
Chase & sanborn's cof- - ruary
Notice is hereby given that the folFEES EVERY WEEK. IN PACKA lowing
field notice
named
has
settler
GES AND CANS. FROM 25c TO 40c A of his intention to make final proof
POUND. TRY A POI ND AND IF IT In support of his claim, and that said
M AIM FRENCH FfflMI
Planing Mill Co.
DOES NOT GIVE PERFECT SATISproof will he made before the United
FACTION WE WILL CHEERFULLY States court commissioner at San Rafael, New Mexico, on April 5, 1906.
A Hill. Cimain Bbi iip Sir
If bmtmithm.
REFUND VOI R MONEY.
vlx: Gamle Leeds, of Valencia county.
(VII MOWS Tl 1411. Bf.t ltar.l
s.lli
A. .1. MAU1V.
ffcrllon UiiftrftoiM.! M Hon, Hrfunlr'1 Siii
Sent prruklil
New Mexico, for the S. E. Vt . Sec. 10.
w III md4 thru, uu trial,
for 91 tw
w IJ fur
ii hoi.Smlr
names the fol- when rllrr4
Don't forget that the Merchants' T. 8 N., R. 9 W. He prove
oat
PrB. II Jour drugflll
witnesses to
his conMRS. J. BO I I.BEN. Prop.
brr thrin i ni our urden lo tb
lunch from 11 o'clock until 2:30, has lowing
upon
cultivaand
tinuous
residence
MCOICAl
SOU
CO.,
OMITIO
74. UHMSTtfa.
Auto. Phone 114
Just been resumed In the White Ele- tion of said land, vlx: John Uyya,.
phant. It Is the Ideal place for the George Tealaa. Jose Ross. Wyne
Copper
Ara
and
Street
by
Second
Albuqueraue
Carnar
Sold
in
the J. II.
noon meal. The lunch will please Thomas, all of Seama. New Mexico.
O'RIcliy Com.ianT.
you.
Albuaueraue. New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.

Your Friends
Back East

p.

Paso jtt Southwesterly System
Rock Island System

Led by the
INSPIRED I i ici I.LO

To Contractors

.

SAN

1906

YESTERDAY
Spring Musical

the''-mercy-

con-tjmie-

Cigar Healers

CSL

New-comer-

of

Mmm

THE ENGLE WOOD

y

Shortest, Quickest, therefore the Rest. The Only way with two
through (rains dally, carrying Standard and Tourist Sleepers, Observation lilnlng Cars, Chair Cars and Coaches. I or any trip, any
where, any time TAKE, THE SOUTH WESTERN.

Tor Full Particulars see any Agent or Addreaa

GARNETT KING
Ceneral Agent

V.

EL PASO, TEXAS

O. & R. G. SYSTEM
Santa Fe Brunch

Effective December 10, 1006.

Westbound
Santa Fe
Ar.... 3:10 p. m
Española
Lv.... 1:26 p. m
Embudo
Lv.... 12:26 p. nt
p. ni....Lv
Baranca
Lv... 11:36 p. m
p. m....Lv
Servilleta
Lv.... 10:19 p. m
p. m....Lv
Tres Piedras
Lv.... 10:00 p. m
6:4G v, m....Lv
Antonlto
Lv.... 8:10 p. m
8:30 p. m
Lv
Alamosa
Lv.... 6:40 a. in
3:00 a. m....Lv
Pueblo
Lv.... 11:05 p. m
4:35 a. m....Lv
Colorado Springs
Lv.... 8:40 p. m
7:30 a- m....Ar
Denver
Lv.... 7:00 p. m
Trains atop at Embudo for dinner where good meals are served.
4
CONNECTIONS
At Antonlto for Durango, Silverton and Intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and Intermediate points via either the
standard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the narrow gauge via Salida, making
the entire trip in daylight and passing through the Fatuous Royal Gorge, also
for all points on Creede branch.
'.
s. K. HOOPER. G. P. A.,
A. 8. BARNEY,
Denver Colo.
Agent
aat bound
a. m.
p. m.
p. in.

11:00
12:01
2:11
3:00
4:02
4:32

STATIONS

Lv
Lv
Lv

-

THOS. F, KELEHER
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Lap Robes,
Horse Blankets, Etc

MELINI&EAKIN
WHOLMAXJi

Liquor 41 Cigar Dealers

Bxclustv Agenta for
Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies.
Moet A Ctiund' n White Seal Cham-nacnSt. Louis A. B. C. Bonemliui
Palmetto Roof Paint Lasta Five Years
and Jos.
Milwaukee Bottled
Beers,
and
Owners and Distributors
and Stops Leaks.
of the Alvarailo dub Whisker.
Write for our illustrated Catalans
and price list.
Cash Paid for Hides and Pelts.
Automatic Telephone. Its.
408 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
Salrwrooms. 1 1 South First gteea.
AIjHIIOUKHUIIK
NEW MEXICO.

Palntt,

Oils and

Vvnishes

GOLD COIN FLOUR
The Gold Standard

is

thorough established and so is Gold Coin Flour
Don't take anything else

I

End mutton

(hat

1

you forget, there will be free
Ihe White Elephant on

In

evening.

Don't miss

It.

A
large line of the new things In
Children's Headgear at the

STILES

R-- .
(Jen. Pass. Agent

GOLD COIN FLOUR.

e.

1
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Leading Jewelers

New Mexico's

It is

RUGS AND CARPETS

South Second Street

The A.rch Front

Special Sale This Week

CONSIGNMENT OF

A LARGE

the Place to find Everything the Nicest and the Best

Our Watch Repairing anil Optical Departments are in charge
of men of highest qualiflcatlona. Special attention to ordem
by mall and satisfaction guaranteed.

aaaaaaaaaaa

LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST
Fisher
guest at the
W.

(V

a

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

of Springfield. Ohio, Is

varado.

A

ALBERT FABER.

J. A. Wood of Cuiden was in the
city yet rday for the day.
of Denver was nn
H. s. St.
A!buctiHrttiH visitor yesterdny.
II. S. Lota, Santa g ;iKnl In Santa
fcraa

.',

I

in

1

JUST RECEIVED

Hickox Mayixard Company

?

1.

......ee..e.

T. Y. Maynard

Hickox

Monday, March

the rity yesterday for

tip-

-

ftSn M. w Fkmrnoy toaa returned
from i shntt visit to friends In Kan- sas fiiy.
Attorney Rlknrortti Incalía has returned frcnn i husinoss t r i t" sr m t

New Mexico,
Mr. and Mis r. H. Hardy

Ol

20

Per Cent

Per Cent

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

oeoeeoeeeeee eeoooeeooeoe
F.J. HOUSTON JOHN S. BEAVEN

i'oln- -

rado Springs wen- - visitors in Alhu- torque yoeterday
w.
Mrs. .1. m.
i
and Mrs
I.ym.m left las
night for a short
Visit to friends in Kl t'aso.
m tnajtar J. p. Doeraey of th Kler- trie Light plum, and Mrs Downey.
hive retarned from a visit to Den.

1

20

In our new location
205 W. Railroad Av.

Discount

Discount

'ftCssCniM9

v

sTJaaattiY'-i

"BPVT

tm'm

ver.

Bapiinbndent w. K. BR tor of the
río Qrande division, and

s. mía K"'i
Mrs. EtbBr,

spfnt yesterday

in

Twitchell
Fe Attorney R.
arrived last night from his home in
LAI Vegas to look after business matters here.
Internal Revenue Col lei tor H. P.
Bar dinar came down from Bants Pa
Inst night on business In connection
Banta

with

ii rT .

K.

ir

Kod&k Finishing and Bicycle

department.

in his

WOOD

Kodaks, Sporting Goods
Typewriters aivU
Bicycles

Allm-iiier(u-

--

a is d h b

AND-

COAL

ag

Re-- 1

pairing a Specialty.

'. II. McFurr and wife, of Leaven
!. r
few days
worth. Kas.. are
in Albuiueroiie.
Mr. M Kurr being
agent for the Santa Fe in Ho- Kansas
i

Superintendent (Jlbson of the Al- buqueraue division of the Santa Fe
returned to the west last nlgbt after
several dus here,
lion. c. t. Brown of Socorro was
la AlbUQUOrOUe fOI
several
hours
Inst night, returning home from Santa
IV, where he boa BOatl in connection
Willi Masonic lodfa business.
IE.
P, Da VOy of Colorado Springs,
wlio is largely
In DtOl growing in southern Colorado, is In the city
looking for laborers to work In the
beet fields ituring the coming sea-

ALFALFA

has recently undergone a very serious
Operation In St. Joseph's sanitarium,
which has resulted successfully, the
lady being Well on her way to recovery, Mrs. Jac kson's mother. Mrs.
L. M. Poik. has also leen in attendance on her daughter, and will ac- company Mr, Jackson to Wlllard this
morning.
Itomulo Garcia, of EM S N'orth Sixth
street, died mi his home yesterday
after nn Illness of several
months, aged l!ll years.
DeOOSBSd
Joavea a wife and daughter, and was a
w
of Gabriel Armljo, a well
'known citizen of old Albuquerque.
Some months ago w hile employed by
the (Eross-KellCompany,
deceased
dropped a heavy box which so bruised
a knee thai It was necessary to amputate the limb Just above the knee
fOf fear or blood poison.
Mr. Garcia
never recovered from the effects of
this iroubla, Ills death being directly
the result of It. The funeral will be
held Tuesday morning
al an hour
Which has not yet been named.
A
meeting of Ihe county commissioners win be called by Chairman
lOrunafeld for next Saturday morning.
Whan the commission will hear the
report 'if County Engineer Don
1.
Rankin on the necessary repairs' to
the dykes north of the city, in order
in make them safe eaalnel the comlns
Of the Spring rise in the Rio Grand"
and also the engineer's estimates of
the COS) of making the bridge al Los
ICorralles safe for parnaso The commission was lo have held a meeting
laal Saturday, but the engineer has
not yei completed his estimates, which
will be done by next Saturday.
'I he first Issue of the Fugle.
th
new weekly newspaper In Santa Fe
published by A. J. I mis, has Just
appeared
The Ragle is a bright a mi
attractive newspaper, full of readable
matter and gi' s every proem se of kx
Ing a great addition In Ihe news pub
lications or tin- territory Mr uooml.
the editor mid proprietor, has had
long experience in newepepOT work,
and Is an aide man
His return to
the newspaper tleld will add greatly
in the strength of the profession In
the territory.
A. L'. Walker has moved his Insurance business from lie ofllce of J. ('.
Baldrldge on South Piral it reel to sit
West liailroad avenue.
John c Brown, of El Paso, formerly connected with the 1:1 Paso Newa
ils spending a few days in Albuquar
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GROUND
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Which shall
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FEED

MIXED

l,L KINDS.

Clarkville Produce
--

B02 SOUTH

Go

FIRST STRF.ET- -

TKe HighlaLAd
LIVERY, FEED
STABLES

506

Both Phones.

LIVEKV,

PLUMBERS AND TINNERS

be?

it

W.

Railroad

319-321-32-

First Class Turnouts at

The Birdsell Wagon

Reason- -

nnle Rates.

Old IMinno 2

THE WORLD'S BEST"

8 LF

addition gives us the
Our new
equipment In the city for hoarding your private rlf. Talk with me
about it. Baggage delivered to any
part of the city.
Prop.,
. FORD,
T.
It'.' John St.
Auto. Phone 04.
71-fo- ot

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

3

Av

FEED AND TRANSFER
STABLES.

Livery

lu st

Did you ask him?
Did he know?

COAL

a ton
$
Cerrillos
American BtOCk,GaUtq. .$0.00 a ton

If not, no time like
the present to learn
where the power or
C si I is demonstrated
to ihe oonstimers'
advantage.

COKE
IS.7S ton

'1

V

WOOD

$2.25 and

Rig Loud

Mill

82-7-

Whitney Company

Albuquerque Cash

Grocery Company

iue.
Pajf your poll tar for lüiifi nt Rup-- ,
lie's drug store before April 1st und
avoid the cost of suit.

W.H.HHN&C0

you nnnt to got Into hualitoss.
Capital required
See McSpail.
den. the Excliungc man. .100 S. lirond

Wholesale Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona

The Hid North End Store.
Phones:

lo
Small
war.

Service any time. You can call on us
or If you say sn we will call on you.

Nash Electrical Supply Co

I

;

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO

We are at your

beauty and economy.

ALFALFA SEED
BLUE GRASS si:i:i
WHITE CLOVEW SHED

v

'

is nil right in its place. But for pracuse the electric light Is
tical every-da- y
tion you are behind the times. Suppose you let us tell you the advantages
of ELECTRIC LIGHTING. They are
many. Including convenience, safety,

aon-lnla-

Vunsul has disposed of his
Interests in th,- oloctrlc light plant
in Itoswell. nnd Mr. Ounsul and J. Í!.
Darden Of Denver have also disposed
of their Interests in the elctrla light
and Ice plant at
Rio. Texas.
Asistant United States Attorney D.
J, Leahy Of Las
arrived in Al- buquerque last night to attend the
session of the I'nlted States court for
llils disiiici. nhltdi will open with the
i If iK of
the (tend Jury today.
Kederlco Mirabel, a member of one
of tin- best knew ii famlHei In New
Mexico, died yesterday at his home
San Ra fuel, Valencia, county, afielan lllne-- s of about one week. The funeral will take place at San Rafael.
Sylvoatre Mlrabol, of tins city, brother
of the deceased, left for San Rafael
lust night.
.1. U Ladrlero,
i well known architect of Albuquerque, was in Gallup
recently to iouk Into the court bouse
situation
lie will draw plans, and
submit an estímale of the cost of the
superstructure.
It is the Intention
of Ihe county commissioners to fOI the
building Under way as soon as the
permita.- - McKlnley County
Koathei
República n.
of the Good
There will he a
flovemmenl ligue this evening in
K
"Id
on
Gold avenue,
lh
of P hall
le i w een Piral and BtCOOd street. The
objet t of the meeting Is to discuss
matters pertaining to the city alec
null, ihe proposed bond Issues, etc. L
will be open to ihe public and every
one Intercalad In the affairs mentioned is Invited to be present and
particípate.
H h. Borden,
f Alhuquerque, is in
Gallup 'ii remain for some time, looking aft- -r his oil interests.
Later
ts parties from the east who will
ii
am pa ay him to the oil iieids for
lie purpose of investigating the pros-lie- .
ir ihe easterners arc wtufted
is.
wilh the looks of ihe oil ground they
II Invesi
with Mr. IJoidcn in a plant
to thoroughly prospect the formation.
illup Rofriubilean.
Vice ProJMont and Oenentl Manager McKeevar, of the Copper Range
Mining
company and railroad
in
southern Atiaona, was in Albuquerque
for several hours last night on his w
to the property.
Mr. McKeever is
ty a parly of ten officers,
directors und stockholders
in the
property, who are going with him to
inspect the company's holdings
The
party is (ravelins in a private Pull
man and will be in Arizona a week 01

Harness and Saddles

LOVE

Till: LIGHT OF

better, if Mu are getting along withChoice and Bright Kansas Hay out this modem
method of illumina-

I

hili-reste-

son.
M.ivnaril

502 S. FIRST ST

BOTH PHONES

town.

lilk t7t.

Colo,

Auto.

23

Write for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements

Rlack 280

Phones: 4I

The Largest Stock West of Kansas City

tf

Miss CRANK

III

OPEN III 'It

I

DRESSMAKING
PAKLORM MARfll
I
M
ll!
UOItk IIS
SEC
i
OND BT,
POM ITIC PHONE :t::!t

sMII(.

BUNCH OF RBALLT
GOOD POINTS MAY
BE Ü.MXKh HY
OETTLNQ OUR EST! MATES
A

.

or prompt mu oooftCOUS treatment
ami I tie rerj rliofreat of meats mmi will
more.
make no
lit callmir on I mil
R. S. Jackson and son Lester will Kleinwort. M2 North Third street, or
Iclcnhonliiir
In.
order
tour
leave this morning for their home In
Wlllard. V M iftei I Slav (,f tWO
ll .ton need a carpenter, tcicpiiom-Idcn- .
weeks in AlbuqOOrque,
Mis. Jackson Hi
Aulo Phone .VMS.
I

113

115-11-

7

South First Street

North First Street

401-40- 3

Albuquerque, new Mexico

mi-ia-

DIAMONDS

WHEN IN NBRD OF
ENDURINa
PLUMBING .liiH

AN

why not

122

When bought right are a good Investment.
Our prlcee are I! K.I IT
We Invite you to rail and examine the beautiful diamond goods we are
offerln. Also Watches, Jewelry, Silverware, etc. Mail orders receive
prompt attention.

FVFRFTT

eoeoeoao.oeoeo. eoeoeo

1

Slitter

The integrity of our name

v

Co.
J. L. BeltTlumberj
The Tromot

days when the cry "Quality" is shouted on every
hand by a hundred brazen throats, it is hard to distinguish
between the false and the true in clothes.
It is the part of wisdom then to put your faith in a house of
recognized standing and unchallenged respect. Such a house
cannot as a mere matter of business policy, afford to play its
Now--

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

road Avenue

MONUMENTS

Oeos.oll

g

Ao

so?

O.W.STRONG'S SONS

THE LEADING JEWELER
Ra.

W.

DO

White and Black Hoaraa

L v M B L ivl
W THE
rw.
r.ie
sh

201

211

North Second

street

customers false.
OUR NAME on clothes is a mark of which we're right
proud and which we have kept unsullied through all the storm
and stress of competition it stands for "promises faithful"
for "no misrepresentation," finest fabrics, best trimmings,
adaanced styles- - our customers interests first, last and all
the time.

MOON STUDIO

e

AJCD IUCX

PUNTEOTE ROOFING.

e

riril Street

B

narquette Avenue,

Albuquerque, New Mexico

a
e

ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER CO
P

Wc wish to iiimotiiH c that we have oo file all of the negatives made by
Mr. Vorhec while In business in this city and all negatives made by
his successor, Mr. V. V. Kutman.
We make special rates on duplicate phantos from all negatives and
can make them in any Kyle and slie.

THE MOON STUDIO
5

KARL E. MOON

NORM

N L. KF.M

MERER

a

i

Simon Stern

.

THE

RAILROAD AVE. CLOTHIER

